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Chapter 241 Feng Si’s Glorious Moment 

When she received the news at the front line late at night, Beatrice woke up from her sleep. She took off 

her knife and went to the front line to save her brother. 

The battleship was parked at the harbor. 

As Beatrice hurried to the port, she listened to her subordinate report the situation. 

The subordinate said, “I don’t know where Lujin Nation hired a Supreme Master from, but that Supreme 

Master even brought a Beast Tamer assistant with him. Your Highness, rashly heading to the front line is 

very irrational.” 

“If my brother is in trouble, how can I ignore it?!” Mo Yuelou was the War God of the Divine Moon 

Empire! 

With the death of the God of War, the morale of the Divine Moon Empire would be unstable, and chaos 

would definitely ensue in the Divine Moon Empire! 

“But Your Highness, the other party has the support of an assistant. You’re not his opponent! Your 

Highness, saving the prince is indeed important, but your life is equally important!” 

Beatrice stopped in her tracks. 

She was worried sick. Beatrice thought about it and said, “Go, call that pretty boy from the Divine Realm 

Academy here!” 

His profile said that he was an auxiliary Beast Tamer. She wanted to see if this pretty boy called Feng 

Yuncheng had any ability. 

Feng Yuncheng was sleeping soundly. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

The door of the dormitory was pouned on by someone, and Feng Si, who was in his sleep, was so 

startled that he jumped up. 

He sat on the bed and was stunned for a few seconds before he realized that someone was smashing his 

door. With such a huge commotion, could it be that the battle had already spread to the Iron Thunder 

Army’s headquarters? 

Feng Si shouted at the top of his lungs, “Coming!” 

He went to open the door in his boxers. 

The female attendant felt a little uncomfortable when she saw that Feng Si was wearing only a pair of 

large underpants without a shirt. She glanced at Feng Si’s stomach and found that Feng Si also had abs. 

She thought to herself, “This pretty boy actually has muscles?” 



But now was not the time to look at muscles. 

The female attendant was called Ji Hao. She told Feng Si, “Mr. Feng, Her Highness wants you to go to the 

port immediately and fight at the front line with her!” 

Feng Si looked back at the clock on the wall. 

It was three past five in the morning. 

If they were to fight urgently at this time, something major must have happened at the front line. 

“Give me a minute!” 

A minute later, Feng Si changed into his combat uniform and followed Ji Hao downstairs. He got into Ji 

Hao’s jeep and took the car to the port. 

At the harbor, the lights were bright. The few warships were ready. 

Beatrice was in a silver-white military uniform. Her sword was tied to her waist and her legs were 

wrapped in leg-binding tools. There was a dagger and a pistol inside. 

Her charming curly hair was tied into a high ponytail that revealed her full forehead. Her eyes were 

sharp and her gaze was cold. She looked like a war goddess. 

Hearing the sound of a car, Beatrice turned to look at the Jeep. 

Feng Si pushed open the door of the front passenger seat and ran out. He was wearing a combat 

uniform that was of a different color from Beatrice’s. He was 176cm tall and was not considered tall in 

the military camp, but he looked surprisingly upright. He looked less scholarly and more imposing. 

That fair face now had a more serious and sharp look to it. 

Feng Si bowed to Beatrice. “Your Highness! Warrior Feng Yuncheng reports!” 

Her Highness suddenly pulled out her sword. She pointed the blade at herself and the hilt at Feng Si. 

Beatrice stared at the pair of clear eyes behind Feng Si’s glasses. She said, “If you can help me find my 

brother, I will allow you to tie the safety buckle on my sword.” 

Feng Si, however, did not reveal a delighted expression. He stared at the vast sea and asked with a cold 

and solemn expression, “Has something happened to the prince?” 

On the side, Ji Hao explained, “Lujin Nation found a Supreme Master to assist in the battle. The other 

party was accompanied by a Master Beast Tamer. His Highness, the Prince,’s battleship, was destroyed 

and fell into the deep sea. It is currently unknown whether His Highness the Prince is dead or 

alive.” 

“I understand.” 

Feng Si bowed again and said, “Your Highness, Warrior Feng Yuncheng is willing to die with you!” 

At this moment, Beatrice said, “Just accompany me.” As the commander of the Iron Thunder Army, the 

last thing she wanted to see was her soldiers being sacrificed. 



She liked warriors who were willing to risk their lives for the Divine Moon Empire, but she did not want 

to see any warrior get killed. 

“Get ready. We’re going.’ 

“Alright!” 

In the past month, Feng Si had also entered the battleship for training, but this was the first time he had 

followed the battleship into battle. 

Beatrice was in the passenger seat while Ji Hao was in charge of the battleship. Feng Si was in the last 

row. There was a semi-transparent partition between him and Beatrice. 

It seemed that Her Royal Highness really disliked men. 

Feng Si’s heart ached when he thought about what had happened to Her Highness when she was young 

The Beast Clan were inhumane! 

The commoners always felt that the world was peaceful now. In fact, the battles at the front lines had 

never stopped. 

There were 334 countries in the Holy Spirit Continent, but there was always a small group of countries 

that were radicals and were like mad dogs that would bite anyone they caught. 

The Divine Realm Continent developed around the Divine Sea. The Divine Moon Empire was at the 

northernmost tip of the Divine Sea while Lu Jinuo was at the southernmost tip. 

Lujin Nation was a small country, but its economic and military strength could not be underestimated. A 

hundred years ago, in order to expand their territorial rights, they had started a war against several 

surrounding countries. 

In a hundred years, the Lujin Nation had successfully conquered three surrounding small countries. It 

had expanded from a small region to a small country. 

After the Lujin Nation expanded its territory, it targeted the resources in the Divine Sea. 

There were countless gold mines and rare mines in the Divine Sea. As one of the three most powerful 

countries in the world, one-third of the development rights of the Divine Sea were in the hands of the 

Divine Moon Empire. 

If the Lujin Nation wanted to mine the mineral veins secretly, it would be courting death. 

The Divine Moon Empire and Lujin Nation had been fighting in secret for two to three years, but they 

had always been fighting in secret and had not caused any trouble in the International Court of Justice. 

And tonight’s change would become the turning point of this battle! 

If the Prince really died, tomorrow, the Emperor would personally lead his army to conquer Lu Jinuo to 

avenge his brother! 

After the war, the ones who suffered would always be the civilians. 



No one was willing to start a war. 

Therefore, whether or not they could find the Prince and whether he was still alive would be the key to 

this battle. 

After they realized the severity of the operation, the atmosphere along the way was very silent, and 

Feng Si didn’t dare to speak. 

The battleship sailed through the deep sea for an hour before they finally arrived at the underwater 

battlefield. The battlefield was in chaos and had been shot down by the opposing Beast Tamer at the 

bottom of the sea. The battleship was broken and the driver’s seat was twisted into a ball. 

Ji Hao turned on the detector and confirmed that the surroundings were temporarily safe. Then, she 

said to Beatrice, “Your Highness, it’s safe.” 

Hearing that, Beatrice got up and walked to the back of the battleship. She opened the cabin door and 

jumped out. She was a merman, so she did not need to carry oxygen when she entered the water. 

Beatrice jumped into the sea and found someone following her. She turned around and saw the pretty 

boy from the Divine Realm Academy. 

As a merman, Beatrice could speak in the water. She asked Feng Si, “Why did you follow me out?” 

Feng Si created a protective shield around his body so that he could breathe freely. Hearing Beatrice’s 

question, Feng Si said, “I am your support. I will be wherever you are.” 

When auxiliary Beast Tamers fought, they had to be tied to a combat Beast Tamer. This was the first 

thing the professor taught them in the first class. 

Beatrice pursed her lips and looked at him before swimming toward the prince’s battleship. 

Feng Si followed behind her. The two of them swam to the side of the battleship and carefully checked 

the inside of the battleship. When they did not find the Prince’s body, Beatrice heaved a sigh of relief. 

The absence of a body was good news. 

Beatrice looked into the distance and said, “There’s an undersea trench in front of us. It’s said to be the 

closest place to the center of the earth on the Holy Spirit Continent. That trench is more than 23,000 

meters deep. Currently, our detectors can only reach 18,000 meters under the sea.” 

“Apparently…” 

Beatrice looked at Feng Si and said, “It is said that there is a level 9 demon beast at the bottom of the 

sea.” 

Feng Si’s heart skipped a beat and he was greatly shocked. “Rank 9 demon beast?” 

“Yes.” 

“It’s a deep-sea humpback whale,” said Beatrice. “Our probes have explored its existence before. It’s 

very… large.” 



Beatrice stared at the deep sea with shining eyes. She said, “If my brother really escaped, then the most 

dangerous place is the safest 

place.” 

“I have to go to the trench to find him.” 

There was something else that Beatrice did not say. She knew her brother well. He was the kind of 

warrior who would rather be swallowed by a demon beast than be captured by an enemy country. 

Therefore, if her brother was still alive, he was most likely hiding in the trench. 

Beatrice suddenly asked Feng Si, “Do you know?” 

Feng Si did not dare to answer casually. He asked cautiously, “Know what?” 

Beatrice pointed at her heart. “You went to Yufu City to find out about my past, didn’t you? You should 

know that I’m a merman, right?” 

Feng Si lowered his head and did not deny or admit it. 

“I am a merman. I can dive below three thousand meters in the sea. But you can’t. I am going to find my 

brother, so wait for me in the ship.” 

Feng Si subconsciously said, “If the enemy’s army suddenly returns, you…” Before he could finish 

speaking, the seawater behind Feng Si suddenly distorted! Beatrice quickly pulled out the whip at her 

waist and hooked it around Feng Si’s waist before bringing him back to a hundred meters away. 

Feng Si had just been brought away by Beatrice when a fireball was thrown at the place he was standing 

before. The fireball exploded in the water, and the fish nearby had their stomachs torn apart. 

Feng Si stared at the fish that had died miserably and his scalp went numb. 

Was this the real battlefield? 

If one was careless, one would lose one’s life instantly. 

Beatrice looked at Feng Si speechlessly with disdain. 

She could not help but ask curiously, “With your ability, you’re destined to be expelled from the Divine 

Realm Academy. What are your parents thinking? Why are they willing to spend money to get you 

accepted?” 

Feng Si’s face flushed from Beatrice’s mocking. “I, I’m a capable person too.” 

“Oh really? You mean becoming a beauty in a second?” 

Feng Si glared at Beatrice. 

Beatrice suppressed her laughter and released the whip from Feng Si’s waist. 

She raised her head with a cold gaze and looked forward. More than ten battleships were standing side 

by side in the deep sea. On the head of the battleship in the lead was a sexy and beautiful woman in a 

black military uniform. 



A huge black whale shark was floating beside the woman. It was her beast form. 

Beatrice frowned. She told Feng Si, “She’s a Master.” Beside her stood a handsome young man. 

Presumably, he was the Master’s assistant. 

Feng Si subconsciously approached Beatrice. “I’ll help you!” 

This time, Beatrice did not push Feng Si away. 

The beautiful woman stood up on the battleship. She looked at Beatrice with a faint smile and said, “The 

princess of the Divine Moon Empire actually dared to come alone to save your brother. From the looks 

of it, you two are really close siblings.” 

Beatrice could not be bothered to talk nonsense with the woman. She summoned her pistol. Holding the 

gun, she shot the woman! 

The bullet in the pistol was very small, but it was very powerful and destructive. 

One of Beatrice’s spiritual bullets could destroy a building in an instant. 

But her strength was nothing for the beautiful woman to fear. 

“You’re overestimating yourself!” The beautiful woman did not think much of Beatrice. She left the 

assistant and went to the seawater fifty meters in front of her alone. 

The beautiful woman waved her right hand forward, and the whale monster opened its mouth and 

swallowed the energy bullet. After swallowing the bullet, the humpback whale was unharmed! 

Seeing this, Beatrice was shocked. 

She was only a late-stage Master. There was no way for Beatrice to win against this mid-stage Supreme 

Master. 

But sitting around waiting for death was not Beatrice’s style. She raised her gun again and mobilized her 

spiritual power to shoot at the whale. 

Seeing that she was still unwilling to give up, the beautiful woman sneered again. “Stop stubbornly 

resisting!” 

The beautiful woman gave an order to her humpback whale beast form. The humpback whale then 

transformed into a quantum gun under everyone’s gazes. 

Only a Supreme Master could change her beast form at will. 

The beautiful woman held the quantum gun and said to Beatrice, “Today, I’ll show you what a Supreme 

Master’s power is!” 

The beautiful woman mobilized her spirit energy and pressed the trigger! 

It was also a quantum gun, but the energy ball that came out of the woman’s quantum gun was ten 

times larger than Beatrice’s energy ball! 

The energy bullet was aimed at Beatrice! 



At this moment, Beatrice’s energy cannon was not yet fully formed! Realizing that she would probably 

die here today, a look of reluctance appeared in her eyes. 

Just as Beatrice was about to fight to the death, Feng Si, who had been standing quietly beside her, 

suddenly transformed into a middle-aged man. 

The man quickly stood in front of Beatrice and stared at the beautiful woman with a sad look in his eyes. 

The woman, who had been thinking about this man day and night for more than a decade, was shocked 

when he suddenly appeared in front of her. She subconsciously rushed forward and used her body to 

block the quantum cannon that she fired! 

The quantum cannon hit the beautiful woman and pierced through her abdomen on the spot! 

Her face was full of anguish, but her eyes were gazing at the man in front of her lovingly. The beautiful 

woman shakily reached out her right hand to touch the man’s face. 

Feng Si took a step forward and held the woman’s hand. 

The beautiful woman placed her hand on Feng Si’s cheek. Her eyes were filled with tears as she asked 

him, “Kong Sheng, are you back?” 

Feng Si saw the longing in the woman’s eyes and nodded against his conscience. “I’m here.” 

The beautiful woman could no longer hold on. She knelt weakly in front of Feng Si. She looked up at the 

man and said weakly, “Kong Sheng, take me away. I feel so lonely without you in my world…” 

With that, the beautiful woman slammed her head into Feng Si’s legs as her eyes gradually glazed over. 

Feng Si lowered his head and gently hugged the woman’s shoulder. When the woman’s consciousness 

dissipated, he sighed softly. “I’ll take you away. I’ll take you away…’ 

The beautiful woman finally closed her eyes. 

Chapter 242 The Person Hidden In Her Highness’ Heart 

A Supreme Master died just like that. 

And the way she died was so melodramatic. 

Beatrice was shocked by the turn of events. 

Back then, after she found out about Feng Si’s skill, she actually had doubts about it. She did not believe 

that anyone’s charm technique was so heaven-defying. 

However, after personally seeing Feng Si activate his charm technique and easily kill a Master, she felt 

that it was ridiculous. 

How could there be such a strange skill in this world? 

Beatrice turned to look at Feng Si, only to see him gently hugging the woman’s body with both hands 

with a sympathetic expression. 

He seemed to be in great pain. 



In the distance, the enemy troops had lost their most powerful shield. Their faces were filled with fear. 

The Master Assistant that the beautiful woman brought saw that Beatrice had raised her head and 

locked her gaze on him. His eyes flashed, and without any hesitation, he abandoned all his comrades 

and left. 

Seeing that Master had slipped away, those warriors who had been forced to stay behind looked 

despairing. 

At this moment, Beatrice raised her pistol and pressed her finger on the trigger. She shouted, “Those 

who surrender automatically, drop your weapons and cover your head as you walk forward twenty 

steps. Kneel and surrender!” 

Hearing this, more than thirty warriors threw down their weapons and hugged their heads with their 

hands. They moved in the direction of the Divine Moon Kingdom’s army. 

At this moment, Lu Jinguo’s leading officer suddenly carried a gun and fired wildly at his subordinates. 

Dozens of people fell to the ground. Blood gushed out of their bodies. 

After killing his subordinates, the officer raised the gun and pointed it at his temple. He stared at her 

fearlessly and pulled the trigger. 

He would rather die than be a captive! 

Beatrice watched all of this coldly. She was not angry or awed. 

After all Lujin Nation’s soldiers were killed, she said to Ji Hao, “Clear the battlefield!” 

“Yes, Your Highness!” 

Ji Hao brought her subordinates and rushed into Lu Jinguo’s warship. Soon, the inspection was 

completed. 

She stood on the warship and said to Beatrice through the walkie-talkie, “Your Highness, there are six 

warships from the Lujin Nation. There are no survivors from the enemy country. The warships are all 

intact.” 

Ji Hao did not hear Her Highness’s reply after she finished her report. 

She glanced back and found that Her Highness was looking at Scholar Feng with an extremely 

complicated gaze. 

When Ji Hao looked at Feng Si again, she felt even more respect for Feng Si. Feng Si’s ability was really 

too scary. 

Feng Si finally released the beautiful woman. He placed her gently on the seabed. Her body was like a 

buoy that slowly floated towards the sea. 

A satisfied smile remained on her face. 

Beatrice stood beside Feng Si. She looked at the satisfied smile on the beautiful woman’s face and 

suddenly said, “Feng Yuncheng, you’re really a natural-born killer.” 



How terrifying was that? Those people he killed were happy even until their deaths. 

Feng Si smiled bitterly at her. “Your Highness, don’t say that. I’ve never been proud of my ability.” 

Beatrice changed the subject. “I’m going to the trench to find my brother. Go back to the battleship and 

wait for me.” These words were directed at Ji Hao and Feng Si. 

“Okay.” 

Feng Si followed Ji Hao back to the battleship. 

Ji Hao and the other warriors surrounded him and kept praising his ability. He was a sharp weapon that 

the enemy could not defend against on the battlefield. 

But when Feng Si heard their praise, there was no arrogance or smile on his face. 

There was nothing to brag about his ability. 

He resisted this ability when he first discovered that he could surprise his enemies by taking on the 

appearance of the person they cared about most inside and killing them in return. 

Because he felt that it was very shameful. 

He felt that it was beneath him to use such a method to win. He wanted to be a battle-type Beast Tamer 

and fight the enemy fair and square. He did not want to secretly defeat the enemy like a thief. 

He was extremely conflicted about his ability. 

This was also the reason why he awakened his beast form at the age of 3 but was still a Scholar to date. 

Since Her Highness would not be back anytime soon, Ji Hao sent the news that they had successfully 

killed Lujin Nation’s Master back to the Divine Moon Kingdom’s military headquarters. 

When the headquarters received the good news, they were very happy and sent the information they 

found to Ji Hao. 

Ji Hao opened the information form and saw that it was information about that beautiful woman, the 

Supreme Master. She called Feng Si over to look at it together. “Mr. Feng, there’s a document about 

that Supreme Master here.” 

Feng Si walked to Ji Hao’s side and bent down to read the information with Ji Hao. 

Zhan Meiqiong. 

She was from the Jade Illusion Continent and was an intermediate stage Supreme Master with a 

humpback whale beast form. Her husband, Bai Feian, was a early stage Grand Master with a humpback 

whale beast form. 

The two of them met each other at the Lou Lan Ancient Pavilion at the age of 16. Due to the fact that 

they were of the same species, they both cultivated a fourth-grade Witch-level cultivation technique, 

the Serene Sea Sound Wave. 



The two of them had a close relationship and were addressed respectfully as the ‘Serene Sea Couple’ by 

the people of the Jade Illusion Continent. Bai Feian was called Mr. Serene Sea and Zhan Meiqiong was 

called Madam Serene Sea. 

Twenty years ago, Mr. Serene Sea died during the Grand Master tribulation. 

Due to the restraints of the dual cultivation technique, after Mr. Serene Sea passed away, Madam 

Serene Sea was unable to get over the grief of her husband’s death. A month ago, Lujin Nation used 

resurrecting Mr. Serene Sea as bait and successfully convinced Madam Serene Sea to serve them…” 

After reading this document, Feng Si felt even more upset. 

Actually, when he normally used the charm skill, he could only trap the other party for a few seconds 

while creating time for his companions to ambush him. 

But today, Madam Serene Sea missed her husband so much that she had momentarily lost the ability to 

determine whether it was real or an illusion. That was why she had been killed by her own energy 

cannon. 

Everything was fate. 

Right at this moment, Beatrice’s voice sounded from the battleship messaging console. “Ji Hao, I’ve 

successfully found the Prince. My brother is still alive. Arrange for a doctor immediately and get ready!” 

“Yes!” 

After knowing that the Prince was still alive, the Healer and doctor were on high alert. 

A few seconds later, Beatrice appeared in front of the battleship. She was like a ball of light as she 

appeared behind the battleship’s door with the Prince. 

Ji Hao opened the cabin door and Beatrice carried the Prince in. 

Mo Yuelou was seriously injured. The Healer carried him away from Beatrice and placed him on the 

ground. He immediately stopped the bleeding and performed a full-body healing spell. 

Half an hour later, Mo Yuelou regained consciousness. 

The Healer left the stage and changed the doctor to treat Mo Yuelou’s wounds. 

When Mo Yuelou woke and saw her, he gave her a reassuring smile. “I knew you would find me.” 

Seeing that her brother was no longer in danger, Beatrice sat down in the chair. “I’m tired. I need to 

rest.” 

“Yes, Your Highness!” 

Ji Hao drove the warship back to the port. Feng Si sat in the front passenger seat and learned how to 

control the warship. As soon as they reached the port, Beatrice woke up. 

She personally escorted Mo Yuelou away to transfer him to the capital’s military hospital for recovery. 

Feng Si followed the others back to the camp and continued his military life. 



Feng Si thought that Beatrice would return soon, but she had been gone for a month. During this month, 

Feng Si often saw Her Highness on TV. 

Mo Yuelou was injured, and Beatrice had to attend all sorts of military activities and royal family 

activities on behalf of Mo Yuelou. By the time Beatrice returned to the military camp, school would start 

soon. 

As soon as she returned to the camp, Feng Si rushed to her palace and asked to see Her Highness. 

Ji Hao noticed Feng Si. She turned around and asked Beatrice, “Your Highness, Mr. Feng wants to see 

you. Do you want to see him?”. 

Beatrice sat on the sofa and massaged her temples. She asked, “What time is it?” 

Ji Hao immediately replied, “August 28th.” 

“So school is starting.” 

Beatrice waved her hand. “Let him in,” she said. 

Ji Hao went downstairs personally and led Feng Si to the palace. Whens he entered the hall and saw that 

Her Highness was not on the first floor, she thought for a moment and then led Feng Si to the bedroom 

on the second floor. 

Her Royal Highness’s chamber was very spacious and luxurious. The first door of the chamber was open. 

Ji Hao still knocked on the door. When she heard Her Highness’s reply, she brought Feng Si in. 

As soon as Feng Si walked in, he saw Beatrice sitting on the sofa with her legs crossed. 

She held a crystal cup in her hand. The tea-colored lime wine swirled in the cup and was rich in 

fragrance. Feng Si had a good memory. With just a sniff, he could guess that this wine was the lime wine 

Madam Sheng personally brewed. 

Beatrice did not say anything, and Feng Si did not dare to disturb her. 

Beatrice slowly finished the glass of wine and waved at Feng Si. “Come here.” 

Feng Si walked over, but he didn’t dare to get too close to Her Highness, for fear of being beaten. 

Seeing his terrified look, Beatrice sneered. “Feng Yuncheng, if you can do something according to my 

request, I’ll let you complete the mission.” 

Feng Si frowned slightly. “Your Highness, you promised me a long time ago that if I succeeded in helping 

you find the prince, you would let me complete the mission?” 

Going back on her word was not good. Her Highness said, “My request is not difficult.” 

Feng Si hesitated. 

He didn’t dare to agree immediately and only said, “Your Highness, why don’t you tell me what your 

request is?”. 

The princess suddenly looked up and glanced at Ji Hao coldly. 



Ji Hao was startled and quickly left. Seeing this, the others followed suit. 

Ji Hao closed the bedroom door. Only Her Highness and Feng Si were left in the entire chamber. Feng 

Si’s eyes darted around, and he couldn’t understand what Her Highness wanted him to do. 

He felt uneasy. 

Beatrice held a glass of wine in her left hand. She leaned against the sofa and rubbed her eyebrows with 

her right hand. She said in a low voice, “Madam Sheng’s Green Plum Wine wine is the best, but it always 

makes people fantasize about something they shouldn’t.” 

Feng Si did not respond. 

He knew that Her Highness was just talking to herself and did not care about his answer. 

nswer. 

As expected, Beatrice spoke again. 

Beatrice said, “Your beast form ability allows you to transform into the person one misses the most, 

right?” 

Feng Si looked at her in surprise, then nodded. “Yes, Your Highness.” 

The princess narrowed her eyes and stared at Feng Si. She said, “Feng Yuncheng, do you know who I 

miss the most?” 

Feng Si didn’t dare to answer. 

The princess said, “Feng Yuncheng, can you let me see the person I love?” 

Feng Si lowered his eyes and replied, “If Your Highness really has such a person in your heart, then I 

can.” 

“I do have such a person in my heart.” Her Royal Highness pressed her chest and said, “Feng Yuncheng, 

let me see him.” 

Feng Si suddenly realized that he had discovered Her Highness’s secret. 

How could a fierce person like Her Royal Highness have someone she missed? If this matter were to 

spread, it would probably cause a commotion. 

Feng Si nodded and said, “Then I’ll give it a 

try.” 

After saying that, Feng Si’s charming disc’s wings appeared behind Feng Si. At this moment, his entire 

body was releasing a faint rainbow light. 

At this moment, Feng Si looked bewitching and handsome, as if a heavenly deity had descended. 

Under Beatrice’s gaze, Feng Si’s appearance faded and he turned into a ball of white light. 



In that ball of white light, the figure of a completely unfamiliar man gradually condensed into a physical 

form. Beatrice stared at the man with a stunned expression, and then grief appeared on her face. 

Seeing the look on Her Royal Highness’s face, Feng Si thought that his illusion had failed. Feng Si wanted 

to see who he had transformed into. He turned to the dressing mirror and saw his current appearance 

clearly 

– 

It was a muscular male merman. 

He had long, golden, slightly curly hair. His appearance was about seventy to eighty percent similar to 

Her Highness’s, but his facial features were colder, his eyes deeper, and his gaze more determined and 

domineering 

The male merman was wearing a dark blue robe. His chest was muscular, and his light blue fishtail was 

filled with strength. 

This was a powerful male merman. 

This was… 

It was what Her Highness thought she should be like. 

At that moment, Feng Si’s heart suddenly tightened. He turned back to look at Her Highness and saw 

that Her Highness’s eyes were slightly red and she was looking at him with a mesmerized gaze. 

“Your Highness…” Feng Si was stunned. 

Beatrice held a slender index finger to her lips. “Shh, don’t say anything.” 

Feng Si immediately shut his mouth. 

Beatrice put down her glass and stood up. Her fair legs stepped on the soft wooden floor as she walked 

to Feng Si. Beatrice raised her head slightly and stared at Feng Si greedily. The grief in her eyes was even 

more intense. 

Feng Si saw that Beatrice was crying. His hands, which were by his sides, moved. After a long time, he 

bravely raised his hand to wipe her tears. 

Beatrice was sobbing. She pushed Feng Si away and ran back to the bedroom before closing the door. 

“The sword is hanging on the wall.” Her Highness’ voice came from the bedroom. For the first time, 

there was no longer that awe-inspiring and inviolable feeling. Instead, it was choked and pained. 

Feng Si replied, “Thank you, Your Highness.” 

Feng Si walked to the dressing mirror and looked at the person in the mirror carefully. He thought that if 

Her Highness required it in the future, he could often become like this to please her. 

Feng Si changed into his own appearance. 

He took out the safety clasp from the storage and sincerely tied it to Her Highness’s sword. After 

thinking about it, he walked to the bedroom door and knocked on Her Highness’s door gently. 



The house was silent. 

Feng Si pondered for a moment and said, “Your Highness, the mission is completed. I should go back.” 

After a pause, he said, “Your Highness, the past is in the past. Being too obsessed is being stubborn.” 

He thought that Her Highness would understand him. 

Chapter 243 Yu Huang Got Beaten Up? 

Seeing that Her Highness had nothing to say to him, Feng Si turned and walked out of the chamber. 

When Ji Hao saw him come out, she took a step forward, bent over, and asked, “Scholar Feng, may I ask 

if you’re going to the airport now?” School was about to start in the Divine Realm Academy, and it was 

time for Feng Si to return to school. 

Feng Si nodded. “School is starting soon. I should return.” 

Ji Hao nodded. She said, “I’ll send Scholar Feng to the airport.” 

Feng Si was flattered. “I can go by myself. There’s no need to trouble you, Officer Ji.” 

“You’re a Scholar. This is a rule. You can’t mess around.” 

“Then we’re in trouble.” 

Feng Si did not have much stuff and had already packed it up. He returned to the dormitory to pick up 

his bag and got into Ji Hao’s car before heading to the airport. 

The military camp was quite far from the airport. The car drove for two hours before arriving. 

“Officer Ji, thank you.” Feng Si pushed open the car door and was about to get out when he heard Ji Hao 

say, “See you next year, Scholar Feng!” 

Feng Si was stunned. “See me next year?” 

It was obvious that Ji Hao was not joking when he said this. “Officer Ji, will I still come to our camp to do 

missions next year?” 

Ji Hao shook his head and laughed. She said, “You’ve already called the military camp our military camp. 

In that case, you’ll be a member of our military camp when you’re alive and you’ll be the ghost of our 

military camp when you die. If you don’t come to our military camp to do missions next year, where else 

do you want to go?” 

Feng Si’s eyes shone as he looked at Ji Hao eagerly and couldn’t help but ask, “Officer Ji, was this 

ordered by Her Highness?”. 

Ji Hao blinked at him. “What do you think, Scholar Feng?” 

Feng Si couldn’t help but smile. “It must be Her Highness.” 

Ji Hao nodded in acknowledgment. She said, “I saw Her Highness write to the dean of your school. See 

you next year, Scholar Feng!” With that, Ji Hao closed the door and left. 



Feng Si stood outside the arrival hall of the airport and looked in the direction of the military camp. He 

thought of Her Highness and felt an indescribable feeling. 

After knowing that he would have to deal with Her Highness next year, Feng Si was not troubled or 

anxious. He even felt… 

Anticipation! 

“… see you next year!” 

Feng Si boarded the plane and arrived at Qiang City’s airport when it was almost dark. 

He took the green train into the Gobi and headed for Skysplit Tower. 

Some of the new students had already arrived at Skysplit Tower. Just like in the past years, these new 

students had set up tents outside Skysplit Tower and were patiently waiting for the door to open 

tomorrow morning. 

Most of the others in the academy had already completed their missions and returned to school. Feng Si 

was the last student to return to school. 

Feng Si was not Sheng Xiao. He was not qualified to ask the guardian to open the door. Feng Si stayed 

with the new students and waited for the door to open. 

At night. 

The fireflies lit up the entire Gobi, causing the desert to look beautiful. The new students chatted around 

the bonfire, and the parents who came to send the students off sat beside another bonfire while 

reminiscing. 

This scene reminded Feng Si of the situation when he came to the academy last year. 

That night, he fell from the sky and smashed into Yu Huang. During the process of admission, he 

suffered even more humiliation. 

Unknowingly, he was already a second year in the Divine Realm Academy. 

Feng Si sat down beside a bonfire. As a 24 years old, he was as eye-catching as a crane in a flock of 

chickens. 

Everyone was stunned when they saw him sit down. A bold young man asked him, “Bro, are you a new 

student this year?” 

Feng Si pushed his glasses up his nose bridge and threw the question back at him. “Do you think I am?” 

The youth was stunned and didn’t dare to answer. 

At this moment, a delicate and pretty young woman said, “The Divine Realm Academy only recruits 10 

scholars every year. Those ten students are all sitting over there!” The young woman raised her chin 

behind her. 

Feng Si looked in the direction of the girl’s gaze. 



As expected, there were ten scholar students sitting beside the small bonfire. There were eight men and 

two women. Their appearances were very ordinary, and they looked very low-key. They were all scholar 

students, but the difference between Yu Huang and them was too great. 

were 

“So…” The girl turned her gaze to Feng Si again. “You’re a first-year student?” she asked Feng Si. 

Feng Si said, “I guess so.” School had not started yet, so Feng Si was still a freshman. 

After obtaining Feng Si’s affirmation, that girl instantly lost interest in him. Entering the Divine Realm 

Academy at such an old age, he presumably didn’t have much ability. He must have taken the test 

repeatedly for many years before being admitted. 

Everyone quickly ignored Feng Si. 

A young man suddenly said, “School is starting tomorrow. I hope I can see Senior Yu Huang after I enter 

the school!” Now, Yu Huang was as famous as Sheng Xiao. They were both legendary in the Divine 

Realm Academy. 

The other boys said, “That’s right. Senior Yu Huang is the only dual cultivator on the continent. I’ve been 

idolizing her for a long time and would like to see her.” 

The young woman who had asked Feng Si a question earlier couldn’t help but purse her lips when she 

heard the boys’ words. She said disdainfully, “Been idolizing her for a long time? I admit that Yu Huang is 

indeed very impressive when it comes to being a dual master, but you guys don’t have to kiss up to her 

like this, right?!” 

The phrase “kiss up” was very infuriating. 

That youth retorted, “She can defeat Xuanyuan Jing despite being in a lower level, and she’s even a dual 

cultivator. Isn’t she worthy of our admiration? So what if we’re kissing up to her? Kissing up to someone 

with ability is better than kissing up to a woman with only looks and no ability!” 

The girl was speechless. 

She picked up a tree branch by her feet and threw it into the fire. She said unwillingly, “In my opinion, 

Senior Sheng Xiao is better. He broke through to the Supreme Master Realm at the age of 25. Who can 

compare to him? Yu Huang is good, but she’s still weak compared to Senior Sheng Xiao.” 

Feng Si could not stand the girl belittling Yu Huang. “You’re wrong.” 

The moment Feng Si spoke, everyone turned their attention to Feng Si. 

That girl asked Feng Si fiercely, “What am I wrong about? What, you’re also Yu Huang’s lackey?” 

Feng Si took off his glasses and smiled at the girl. 

“Little friend, Sheng Xiao awakened his beast form at the age of nine. He broke through to the Master 

realm at the age of twenty and the Supreme Master realm at the age of twenty-five. His talent is indeed 

terrifying. However, Yu Huang only awakened her beast form at the age of 18. She only spent two years 



to become a late-stage Scholar and she is a Level 2 Purifying Spirit Master. In terms of talent, Sheng Xiao 

is not as good as Yu Huang.” 

The girl’s idol was Sheng Xiao. When she heard Feng Si say that Sheng Xiao was not as talented as Yu 

Huang, the girl was so angry that her eyes turned red. “Huh, how do you know so much? You can’t 

happen to be Yu Huang’s die-hard fan, can you?” 

Feng Si tutted. He saw the girl’s reaction and could not help but say mockingly, “You can admire Sheng 

Xiao, but you’re stupid to target Yu Huang because of that.” 

“I’m afraid you don’t know how much your idol loves Yu Huang. In terms of being a bootlicker, who can 

beat him?” In terms of being a bootlicker, Sheng Xiao was the worst! 

Sheng Xiao was too possessive. 

He clearly knew that there was nothing between him and Yu Huang, but he still ran to his eldest brother 

and complained, causing his eldest brother to call and remind him to stay away from Yu Huang. 

Feng Si used to admire Sheng Xiao, but now, he despised that kiss ass! 

The girl immediately pulled out her sword and pointed it at Feng Si. “You bastard! You’re not allowed to 

slander Senior Sheng Xiao!” 

Feng Si sneered. He said, “In the Divine Realm Academy, if you dare to casually draw your sword and 

bully others, your idol will send you to the Netherworld Room in the Disciplinary Hall for confinement!” 

The girl was in a fit of anger and did not notice the hidden message in Feng Si’s words. However, the girl 

sitting beside the girl tugged gently at the girl’s dress. “Put away your sword quickly. Can’t you tell? This 

man knows the Divine Realm Academy so well. He’s not a new student at all!” 

The young woman instantly calmed down. 

She looked at Feng Si strangely and asked him, “You’re not a first-year student. Who are you?” 

Feng Si smiled but did not speak. 

When they guessed that Feng Si was an upperclassman, the freshmen around the bonfire became 

obedient. No one dared to gossip about Sheng Xiao and Yu Huang anymore because they were afraid 

that Feng Si would tattletale. 

Finally, it was dawn. 

The pagoda door opened. Feng Si was one step ahead of all the new students and entered Skysplit 

Tower first. As he brushed past the gatekeeper, the gatekeeper asked him, “Look at how happy you are. 

Did you successfully complete the mission?” 

Feng Si chuckled and nodded. Under the admiring gazes of the new students, he walked into Skysplit 

Tower alone. 

The gatekeeper, Mr. Ji, was wearing a coffee-colored uniform. In his left hand, he held a bronze bell. He 

shook the bronze bell, and the bronze bell hanging from the four corners of the Skysplit Tower shook 

slightly. 



In an instant, the copper ring reverberated throughout the entire Gobi. 

“New students, please line up and follow me into school!” 

The new students quickly lined up and obediently followed behind Mr. Ji into Skysplit Tower. Like Yu 

Huang and the others who had just arrived at the academy, these new students were also filled with 

curiosity about the world inside Skysplit Tower. 

When they sat on the roller coaster, all of them cried out. They cried out even more miserably than Yu 

Huang and the other new students. 

When they finished the roller coaster and got into the submarine, they were all exhausted. 

The submarine passed through the space barrier and flew for a while in the sky of the Divine Realm 

Academy before falling into the deep sea. The submarine moved stealthily in the deep sea. When the 

submarine reached the shore, it was already noon. 

The noon of August was the hottest. 

The freshmen climbed out of the submarine and stood by the beach. They were all a little dazed. 

Where was the school? 

Why was there only a large forest? 

Was there no guide anymore? 

Right at this moment, a milky white light suddenly appeared in the sky above the dense forest. A three-

eyed unicorn was floating in the sky, and Yin Rong, who was wearing the Divine Realm Academy’s 

seventh grade uniform, was sitting on it. 

Her appearance stunned this group of inexperienced new students. 

“What a beautiful girl! She actually awakened a unicorn!” 

“Beast Tamers who can awaken a unicorn are all kind-hearted people. Is this upperclassman the 

representative sent by the academy to guide us?” 

“I don’t think so!” 

Yin Rong playfully looked at the bewildered and excited freshmen on the beach. She gently licked her 

lips and muttered, “I can beat up the freshmen again. I’m also very excited!” 

After saying that, Yin Rong raised the iron rule pen in her hand and shouted, “The welcoming ceremony 

for the new students begins now!” As soon as she finished speaking, nine colored lights drilled out of the 

forest and shot into the clouds. 

Nine seniors suddenly appeared in the air. 

From left to right, they were Xiao Shu from the seventh grade, Lie Gang from the ninth grade, Liuli Ting 

from the eleventh grade, Zhong Luoxue from the ninth grade, Ye Gan from the eighth grade, Yin Yang 

from the twelfth grade, Dongfang Shunan and Dongfang Shunlang from the eleventh grade, and Yu 

Huang from the second grade. 



The nine of them stood together with Yin Rong in a semi-circle. 

When they saw this group of seniors charging over menacingly, the new students realized that the 

situation was bad and their expressions finally changed. 

“These people are all Masters, right?” The light of a Beast Tamer’s beast form could directly reflect their 

cultivation level. If a Beast Tamer only had one light of spiritual power on his head, then he was a 

Scholar. If there were two, then he was a Master, and a Supreme Master had three… 

And in the distant void, almost all the upperclassmen had two beams of light above their heads! 

“Oh my god, is this the Divine Realm Academy? These seniors look like they’re only in their twenties. 

They’re actually all Master powerhouses!” 

“Huh?” Noticing that there was only a red beam of light on the rightmost upperclassman, a freshman 

said loudly, “There’s a Scholar over there!” 

They finally found an upperclassman of the same cultivation level as them! 

But… 

Suddenly, a woman said with a bewildered tone, “Vermillion Bird wings, half mask with phoenix 

markings… that upperclassman seems to be Yu Huang!” 

When these words were spoken, the eyes of the new students lit up! 

“What? Yu Huang?” The new students were instantly like hungry wolves that had seen fatty meat, and 

their gazes lit up as they looked at Yu Huang. 

Was that Yu Huang? 

She was indeed cool and valiant. Even if she wore a mask, she was a masked beauty! 

When Yu Huang saw their fiery gazes, for some reason, she suddenly felt uneasy. 

Kind people were bullied, kind horses were ridden, and the weak were beaten! 

Last year, hadn’t she teamed up with Sheng Yang to attack Lie Gang because she saw that Lie Gang 

didn’t have enough stamina? 

But today, among a group of Masters, she was the only Scholar. Wasn’t she a fat piece of meat in the 

eyes of these new students? 

Yu Huang swallowed hard and suddenly turned to ask Yin Rong, “Yin Rong! Did you deliberately call me 

here to be beaten?” 

Yin Rong’s expression froze. 

She touched her forehead awkwardly and said softly, “The dean asked me to bring you here. He also 

said that you will be invited for every new student welcoming ceremony in the future.” 

Yu Huang was speechless. 

Trashy Dean! 



Yin Rong was too embarrassed to face Yu Huang. She hurriedly explained the rules of the welcoming 

ceremony to the new students. After knowing that these seniors were here to beat them up, those new 

students were like newborn calves and looked at them with gazes filled with battle intent. 

They were still young and had not experienced the harshness of society. They did not know fear and 

humility. 

Yin Rong raised the iron rule pen and roared, “Then, freshmen, show your greatest abilities and fight 

us!” 

Yin Rong, on her unicorn, was the first to charge at the freshmen below the beach. 

Seeing that, Yu Huang and the others flew over. 

At the beginning of the battle, the new students were indeed as Yu Huang had guessed, and they tacitly 

formed a team to besiege her! 

They were new students! 

They were weak freshmen that could not be killed! 

Yu Huang could not really cripple or kill them. Yu Huang looked at the young faces beside her and 

expressed her awkwardness. 

Chapter 244 The Amazing Yu Huang 

Who didn’t know how to treat people according to the situation? 

After confirming that Yu Huang was the weakest among this group of academy representatives, these 

new students who were still surrounding the bonfire last night to express their admiration for Yu Huang 

immediately threw their reverence for Yu Huang to the back of their minds. They summoned their beast 

forms one after another and charged directly at Yu Huang. 

There were a total of 612 new students this year, 600 beast tamers, 10 liberal students, and two 

backdoors, like Feng Si, who obtained admission through connections. 

The liberal students didn’t have to participate in the battle. Among the remaining 602 Beast Tamers, 

there were actually 150 young new students that tacitly treated Yu Huang as their opponent! 

Seeing that she had become the target, Yu Huang was shocked. 

Trashy Dean! 

Bastard Yin Rong! 

After scolding these two people in her heart, Yu Huang immediately spread her Vermillion Bird wings 

and flew up. 

The Vermillion Bird’s wings trembled, and countless feathers were shaken off. They formed a sharp 

blade that floated beside Yu Huang 

When they saw this gorgeous and dangerous scene, some of the new students were stunned on the 

spot. 



A youth who had done a deep background check on Yu Huang suddenly said loudly, “Yu Huang’s move is 

called Sky Full of Stars. Her feathers will turn into sharp blades that will launch energy attacks at us. 

Everyone, don’t panic. She can only use this skill once in a short period of time. Let’s gather together 

and use a tag-team battle to resist her attack!” 

When she heard that new student’s analysis, Yu Huang almost spat out a mouthful of blood. 

This batch of freshmen was so detestable! 

Yu Huang heaved a sigh of relief and smiled proudly. She growled, “Sky Full of Stars!” 

Below, the freshmen immediately stood in three rows. 

The Sky Full of Stars attack fell. The new students standing in the first row used all their strength to 

resist her first wave of attacks. Seeing that they could not hold on anymore, the new students in the 

second row quickly walked up to share their burden! 

Just like that, they successfully neutralized Yu Huang’s Sky Full of Stars technique. 

When Xiao Shu saw this, he hurriedly gave Yu Huang a helpless look. “Yu Huang, you can do it! Hang in 

there for a few more seconds!” 

Yu Huang glared at Xiao Shu. “Don’t gloat!” 

At this moment, the new students below actually took the initiative to attack Yu Huang 

Yu Huang didn’t dare be distracted again. 

Seeing how ruthless the freshmen were, she decided to get serious. 

“If you guys are ruthless first, then don’t blame me for being merciless.” Yu Huang licked her lips. She 

suddenly stretched out her right hand, and a fiery red Psychic Sphere floated above her palm. 

Yu Huang had yet to successfully execute the Blazing Moon Art when the new students started another 

round of research, 

“Everyone, pay attention. This is the Witch-level cultivation technique that Yu Huang cultivates, the 

Blazing Moon Art! The power of the Blazing Moon Art is boundless, and even if we fight one after 

another, we won’t be able to hold on. Everyone, stop hiding your strength. Fight with all your might and 

grit your teeth!” 

“The Blazing Moon Art is Yu Huang’s strongest technique. Last year, she defeated Young Master 

Xuanyuan with this technique! Everyone, pay attention. As long as we can endure this technique, we will 

win!” 

Hearing this, the freshmen became aggressive. They immediately used their strongest technique and 

attacked Yu Huang. 

No matter how weak the new students were, they were still 150 early-stage Beast Tamers! No matter 

how powerful Yu Huang’s Blazing Moon Art was, she could not defeat this group of new students in one 

move! 



The energy attacks released by the new students collided with the Blazing Moon Art. In an instant, the 

earth and mountains shook, and the momentum was extremely shocking. 

The new students swayed along with the ground. They gritted their teeth and wanted to forcefully resist 

Yu Huang’s move. 

Gradually, some people began to run out of stamina and were the first to be defeated. They were 

injured by the Blazing Moon Art’s energy and their bodies flew out of the battlefield before landing in 

the distant seawater. 

One person was eliminated, and a second person was quickly eliminated. After that, the third, the 

fourth… 

In the end, Yu Huang relied on her Blazing Moon Art to successfully eliminate 62 new students! The 

remaining new students who could still stand stably were more or less injured. 

Faced with this situation, the expressions of the new students were very dejected. They had 150 new 

students against a late-stage Scholar, but they had actually suffered such heavy losses! 

Was it because the ability of a late-stage Scholar was too powerful, or was it because Yu Huang was too 

powerful? 

In the distance, the dean and Sheng Xiao watched the battle from the top of a towering tree. The dean 

was in a good mood when he saw Yu Huang being surrounded by the 150 new students. He even smiled. 

Sheng Xiao’s expression darkened when he saw the dean gloating. 

The dean saw that Sheng Xiao did not look good. He smiled and asked, “What’s wrong? Do you feel sorry 

for her?”. 

Sheng Xiao had lost his memory and did not know Yu Huang’s real strength. His heart ached when he 

saw Yu Huang being surrounded and beaten by the new students. 

Sheng Xiao glared at the dean. He had forgotten about respecting his teacher. He frowned and said, 

“Dean, you’re too cruel.” 

The dean shook his head and the smile in his narrowed eyes gradually disappeared. 

“The day before yesterday, the Grand State Master came to the academy and chatted with me for a long 

time. Sheng Xiao, a calamity is about to happen in the Holy Spirit Continent. If you want Yu Huang to 

survive, we have to be cruel to her.” 

Sheng Xiao’s gaze became serious. He asked, “Did the Grand State Master say it himself?” 

The dean nodded. 

Since the Grand State Master could predict the future, then it must be true since he said it. Sheng Xiao 

thought about his experience in the Central Pagoda and his heart became heavy. 

He understood that being cruel to Yu Huang now was for her own good, but he couldn’t bear to see Yu 

Huang suffer. 



The dean stared at Yu Huang, who was in the sky. He asked Sheng Xiao, “Do you think Yu Huang will 

lose?” 

Sheng Xiao replied conservatively, “It’s very difficult to win.” 

The dean chuckled. “Sheng Xiao, your girlfriend is best at creating surprises. Just watch. She won’t lose.” 

Sheng Xiao did not understand why the dean was so confident in Yu Huang. He suppressed the urge to 

help Yu Huang out and decided to watch the battle for a while longer. 

On the battlefield. 

The knowledgeable youth from before pressed his right hand to his chest. He looked up at the woman in 

the sky with a mask on her face. His eyes could not hide his fervor and respect. 

His name was Jiang An. He was a high-level user of the Beast Tamer Alliance’s website. He had been 

following Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao’s posts for a year. He had witnessed Yu Huang’s growth and admired 

her very much. 

Jiang An asked Yu Huang, “Yu Huang, have we passed since we resisted your attack?” 

The new students passing meant that Yu Huang’s mission had failed. However, Yu Huang couldn’t accept 

her own failure! 

“Pass?” Yu Huang stared at the handsome junior, and her smile was slightly sly as she asked, “You know 

the characteristics of my techniques like the back of your hand. Looks like you’ve studied me a lot.” 

Hearing this, Jiang An’s pale face suddenly blushed. 

He stuttered as he explained, “I… I really admire you, so… so I did some research. I absolutely have no 

other intentions towards you…” 

Towards the end, the youth’s neck turned red. 

Yu Huang revealed a smile that said, “I understand.” 

She smiled ambiguously and said, “It seems like your understanding of me is still not enough…” Yu 

Huang suddenly used her right index finger to point between her eyebrows. She said, “Who told you 

that the Blazing Moon Art is my strongest skill?” 

The youth was stunned. 

Not only was the youth stunned, but even Xiao Shu, Yin Rong, and the others were shocked. 

Could it be that the Blazing Moon Art was not Yu Huang’s current strongest technique? 

Yu Huang’s smile widened when she saw their reactions. 

“Then I’ll show you what my strongest skill is!” 

After she finished speaking, strands of black spirit energy drilled out from between Yu Huang’s 

eyebrows. The spirit energy became denser and denser, and above Yu Huang’s head, it formed the 

shape of a black dragon. 



The dragon appeared and let out a deafening roar 

“Roar!” 

Black Qing Sky Dragon galloped on the sea while its tail slapped the surface of the sea and created a 

myriad of waves! 

In the distance, Sheng Xiao’s eyes widened when he saw Black Qing Sky Dragon. 

“Isn’t this Black Qing!?” Why had his Black Qing entered Yu Huang’s body? 

Not only was Sheng Xiao shocked, but even Yin Rong and the others were shocked. 

Xiao Shu pinched his thigh and exclaimed, “Holy sh*t, isn’t this Senior Sheng’s Black Qing Sky Dragon?” 

Yin Rong’s eyes lit up. 

She liked this couple more and more. 

When the group of new students saw this black dragon, they all became stunned. 

Jiang An turned pale with fright and said in disbelief, “How could this be?! Isn’t Yu Huang’s beast form 

the Divine Feather Phoenix? What’s with this dragon?” 

After Yu Huang had successfully refined a drop of Sheng Xiao’s heart blood, she had only used it once 

during the battle between Xuanyuan Jing. Thus, Yin Rong, Xiao Shu, and the others did not know about it 

yet. 

Yu Huang touched Black Qing’s horn. 

Sheng Xiao touched his forehead. 

Black Qing was in Sheng Xiao’s beast form and was one with him. The dragon horn was the most 

sensitive part of the dragon body. When he saw Yu Huang touching Black Qing’s dragon horn, Sheng 

Xiao felt his forehead burning 

Yu Huang suddenly grabbed the dragon horn and Black Qing Sky Dragon instantly transformed into a 

black dragon sword. 

Yu Huang held the Dragon Sword in her hand while she stepped around in the sky. 

She looked exactly the same as Sheng Xiao. 

Yu Huang’s steps became more and more complicated, and the energy absorbed by the Dragon Sword in 

her hand became more and more powerful. When Yu Huang circulated all the energy, her face turned 

slightly pale. 

When they saw this scene, not only did the youth’s expression change, but all the new students on the 

beach sensed the boundless energy contained in the sword. 

“One Sword, Sever the Sky!” 

The Dragon Sword finally slowly descended! A rift appeared in the air in the direction the tip of the 

sword was pointed at. Everywhere the rift passed, everything was slashed into pieces! 



Trees, soil, and rocks were instantly destroyed! 

Yin Rong, Xiao Shu, and the others immediately stopped fighting. “Retreat, all of you!” A few 

representative students grabbed a few new students beside them and quickly flew out of the battlefield 

to avoid Yu Huang’s attack. 

The other hundreds of new students were stunned. How could such a terrifying skill be used by a late-

stage Scholar Beast Tamer? 

At that moment, Sheng Xiao suddenly flew toward the beach. 

During the process, he summoned Black Qing Sky Dragon immediately. 

Sheng Xiao landed behind the freshmen and quickly opened an energy shield to protect all the 

freshmen. 

The power of the Dragon Sword finally fell. 

A deep pit was instantly created on the inclined beach by the Dragon Sword, and there was also a chasm 

in the distant dense forest. The protective shield above the freshmen’s heads could only withstand for 

three to four seconds before it was shattered by Yu Huang’s attack. 

The freshmen were impacted by the aftershock and knelt on the ground while wailing. 

Sheng Xiao saw that the new students were only seriously injured and would not be in danger, so he 

flew into the sky. When Yu Huang saw him, she said, “Don’t ask about Black Qing. You gave it to me.” 

Sheng Xiao smiled. 

He held Yu Huang’s waist and whispered into her ear, “I just wanted to ask you if you still have strength. 

If you don’t, you can lean into my arms.” 

Yu Huang leaned into Sheng Xiao’s arms. 

Sheng Xiao held Yu Huang in his arms and looked down at the devastated freshmen. He said, “There are 

hundreds of freshmen. You guys can’t even defeat a late-stage Scholar beast tamer. I feel ashamed for 

you guys!” 

Just now, all the new students had seen the Black Qing Sky Dragon beast form of the black-robed man 

and guessed his identity. 

Despite being snubbed by the number one genius of the continent, the freshmen were all resigned. 

No one dared to retort. 

Sheng Xiao glanced at Jiang An, the young man who had spoken to Yu Huang before. He said, “You’re 

young. You should stop being arrogant and focus on your cultivation!” 

“Instead of wasting time studying other people’s beast form and skills, why don’t you focus on training 

and improve your ability as soon as possible?” Sheng Xiao glanced at Jiang An before leaving with Yu 

Huang. 



Jiang An understood that Sheng Xiao was warning him. “After you enter the academy, you should train 

hard and pay less attention to my women.” 

Jiang An rolled his eyes and cursed, “I hope you get dumped by Yu Huang as soon as possible!” 

After Sheng Xiao left with Yu Huang, Yin Rong announced that the welcoming ceremony was over. The 

nine of them left with their swords. 

The new guide came to the beach and brought the group of new students to the Flying Bird Platform. 

While sitting on the flying bird, the youth called Jiang An felt especially dejected. As for the girl who had 

argued with Feng Si last night, after she was easily defeated by Yu Huang, she was also somewhat 

listless. 

It was unknown who said, “I think Yu Huang is so freaky!” 

Everyone nodded silently. 

“That’s right. She’s only at the late-stage Scholar cultivation level, but she defeated all of us new cadets 

alone. I feel that I will never forget the trauma she gave me in my life.” 

“Sigh, this academy is filled with freaks!” 

After this group of youths, who were reputed to be geniuses in their homeworld, underwent the 

welcoming ceremony of the new students, they became less cocky and decided to be more humble in 

the future. 

Sheng Xiao carried Yu Huang to the Healing Department’s medical center. 

Professor Mu did a checkup for Yu Huang and told Sheng Xiao, “Yu Huang is fine. It’s just that she used 

up a lot of her spiritual power and needs deep sleep to recover her energy.” 

Sheng Xiao was finally relieved. 

Professor Mu suddenly winked at him. She said, “Professor Sheng, can I ask you something?” 

Sheng Xiao was a discipline teacher. He was considered a colleague of Professor Mu and was worthy of 

being called Professor. Sheng Xiao quickly nodded and said, “Professor Mu, please ask.” 

Professor Mu lowered her voice and approached Sheng Xiao. She asked softly, “The dean asked me to 

ask you, what method did you use to transfer your beast form to Yu Huang?” 

Sheng Xiao was stunned. 

He answered honestly, “I forgot.” 

Professor Mu could not help but feel regretful when she thought about how Sheng Xiao had lost his 

memory. She clicked her tongue and guessed, “Could it be… sex?” 

Chapter 245 Yu Huang’s Domineering Confession 

Sheng Xiao blushed and quickly denied it. “That’s definitely not the case.” He had not even slept with Yu 

Huang yet. Her guess was wrong. 



Professor Mu was a little disappointed. 

She couldn’t hide her regret as she said, “The dean even said that if people could really give each other 

beast forms through sex, he wouldn’t mind opening a couples research class in the academy.” 

Sheng Xiao was speechless. 

Was this a decision that the dean made? 

He was simply too mischievous for an old 

man. 

Seeing that she could not get the real answer from Sheng Xiao, Professor Mu could only hope that Yu 

Huang would wake up sooner so that she could ask her. 

There was a classification ceremony at night. As the discipline teacher, Sheng Xiao had to go to the 

auditorium to watch the ceremony. He stayed with Yu Huang until it was dark. Then, he changed his 

clothes reluctantly and went to the auditorium. 

After the welcoming ceremony for the new students in the morning, at this moment, the new students 

were like quails. Although they were filled with curiosity about the academy, they did not dare to make 

a commotion or show off. 

The battle with Yu Huang had made them understand that they had no right to be arrogant in front of 

this group of true geniuses. They were all naive underclassmen. 

When Sheng Xiao walked into the auditorium, the freshmen could not help but steal glances at him. 

Sheng Xiao walked to the dean and the group of professors. He was wearing the professor’s robe. They 

had mixed feelings. 

They had thought that after Sheng Xiao graduated, they would not have to endure the torture of Sheng 

Xiao, the disciplinary officer, like the other upperclassmen did. But who would have thought that Sheng 

Xiao would instead become a discipline teacher! 

The dean was satisfied with their reaction. He looked at Sheng Xiao with relief. 

However, his eyes were too small. Sheng Xiao had to look closely to see his eyes. Hence, he did not 

know how satisfied he was with him. 

It was almost 12 am when the classification ceremony ended. 

There wouldn’t be students with S-rank potential every year. This year, no matter if it was the Combat, 

Healing, or Support Department, there was actually not a single student with S-rank potential. 

The professors were used to this. 

Students with S-level potential were extremely rare. They would be very happy to be able to recruit one, 

but they wouldn’t be sad if there were none. 

After the classification ceremony, Sheng Xiao asked Professor Mu for the new students’ information 

form and returned to the medical center. 



When he returned to the ward, Yu Huang was still asleep. 

Yu Huang was in a deep coma because she had used up too much spiritual power. She would only wake 

up when she regained her energy. Sheng Xiao laid down beside Yu Huang. 

The bed was narrow. When Sheng Xiao laid down, half of his body was hanging by the bed. 

Sheng Xiao could only lie on his side. He turned around and saw the mask on Yu Huang’s face. 

Sheng Xiao thought about it and took off Yu Huang’s mask. 

This was the first time Sheng Xiao had seen Yu Huang’s real face after she lost her memory. Her mask 

was lifted, and half of her face was exposed, but it was very ugly and scary. 

Sheng Xiao stared at Yu Huang’s left cheek for a long time before he placed his hand on the scars. 

Sheng Xiao could feel the bumps on the scar. He did not dare to think about how painful it was for Yu 

Huang to be burnt. 

A hint of heartache flashed across his heart. He couldn’t help but hug Yu Huang. 

Looking at the lonely night outside the window, Sheng Xiao suddenly felt that this scene was extremely 

familiar. It was as if he had seen it before. It was as if they had once laid on the bed in the ward and 

slept together. 

But Sheng Xiao could not remember anything. 

He was a little angry. He just wanted to break through his cultivation level quickly and recover his 

memories as soon as possible. He wanted to remember everything about Yu Huang, regardless of 

whether it was big or small. 

Yu Huang slept for three days. 

When she woke up, there was no one in the ward. Yu Huang slowly sat up and saw her mask on the 

bedside table with a note under the mask. 

She took the mask and note and read the note first. 

— ‘I’m in seclusion in the cultivation hall. I’ll accompany you to the Cong Lang Mystic Realm in a month.’ 

Yu Huang smiled and folded the note into a heart shape. She took out a bottle from the storage and 

placed the note into the bottle. After doing all of this, she realized that there was a small wallet beside 

the bottle. 

The wallet looked a little familiar. Yu Huang picked it up and looked at it. Then, she realized that this was 

the wallet that the Host often used. 

She opened her wallet and found that there was also a heart-shaped piece of paper in the compartment 

of her wallet. Only then did she remember that this piece of paper was the bet she had written with 

Xuanyuan Jing the year before. 

Yu Huang opened the piece of paper and stared at the familiar handwriting on it. She used her spirit 

energy to turn the piece of paper into paper scraps. 



She threw the paper scraps into the trash can and picked up the mask to put it on. 

Professor Mu went to class. There were only a few Healers and assistants in the medical building. Yu 

Huang told the assistant and was discharged. 

She left the medical building and walked through the field and the central plaza towards the canteen. 

On the way, some freshmen recognized Yu Huang and stopped. They greeted her respectfully, “Yu 

Huang, good afternoon.” 

Yu Huang nodded and walked towards the canteen. 

After a few days of sleep, she was hungry. 

Yu Huang swiped Sheng Xiao’s point card and bought three to four types of demon beast meat. Just as 

she sat down, she heard a young man’s voice beside her. “Yu Huang, can I join you at the table?” 

The canteen had a total of three floors and there were plenty of seats. There was no need to share a 

table. 

Yu Huang raised her head and looked at the person who spoke. She recognized this young man as the 

young man that had repeatedly dealt with her in the battle earlier. The corners of Yu Huang’s mouth 

curled up as she stretched out her hand and pointed at the empty seat in front of her. 

“Sit.” 

Jiang An hurriedly sat down. 

As he ate, he secretly sized Yu Huang up. 

Yu Huang ate the bun in large bites. Her actions were neither ladylike nor rough. Seeing her eat, Jiang An 

felt hungry. 

She was better at stimulating appetite than those bloggers on the internet. 

Jiang An took a small bite of the Demonic Beast Meat of the rabbit and racked his brains to find a 

suitable topic to chat with Yu Huang. He suddenly heard Yu Huang ask, “What’s your name?” 

Jiang An was flattered. He swallowed the meat in his mouth and hurriedly said, “I’m Jiang 

An.” 

Yu Huang nodded. She said, “You’re very familiar with my moves. You investigated me?” Yu Huang’s 

smile was gone. The eyes under the mask were filled with scrutiny as she looked at Jiang An. 

No one liked to be investigated. A person of special status like Yu Huang hated being investigated even 

more. 

Jiang An understood that Yu Huang was interrogating him. He hurriedly shook his head and denied it. 

“Yu Huang, I didn’t investigate you!” “Don’t lie to me.” 

Seeing that Yu Huang did not believe her, Jiang An explained awkwardly, “I saw the gossip thread of you 

and Professor Sheng on the Beast Tamer Alliance’s website. I started following it from the day it started 

and kept following until the day before school started. That’s why I know so much about your skills.” 



Yu Huang hadn’t expected the truth to be like this. In the end, it was all Yin Rong’s fault. 

When she thought of Yin Rong, Yu Huang gnashed her teeth. She was extremely puzzled. She didn’t 

understand why a scheming fellow like Yin Rong would awaken the Three-Eyed Unicorn. 

Didn’t they say that only the kind and pure could awaken unicorns? 

Before Yu Huang could speak, Jiang An asked in a low voice, “Why are you eating alone?” In other 

words, where was Professor Sheng? 

Yu Huang realized that the youth was looking at her with eyes that hid something he shouldn’t have. She 

smiled and stuffed a bun into the youth’s mouth to shut him up. 

Yu Huang said to Jiang An in a joking manner, “Jiang An, although I’m very charming, I already have 

someone in my heart. Don’t have any improper thoughts.” 

Jiang Anjun blushed when his thoughts were exposed. He explained helplessly, “Yu Huang, don’t speak 

nonsense. I, I… I didn’t…” 

Yu Huang looked at him calmly. She neither urged nor interrupted him. 

Jiang An resigned himself under Yu Huang’s calm gaze. He sighed and admitted helplessly, “That’s right, I 

like you very much.” 

He was like a little tiger that refused to admit defeat. He looked straight at Yu Huang fearlessly and said, 

“I think it’s very difficult for any boy in our academy not to admire you and like you, right?” 

Since ancient times, beauties loved heroes, but men would similarly worship women who were more 

powerful than them. 

Admiring the strong was human nature. 

Yu Huang was the only dual-master cultivator in the Holy Spirit Continent, and she was a Super Beast-

type S-rank Potential Combat Master. She was too dazzling. How many boys could resist her charm? 

Although her appearance was damaged, her glamor was enough to cover up her flaw. 

Since Jiang An was so frank, Yu Huang was at her wit’s end. 

She took a spoon and scooped up a spoonful of steamed egg soup. The egg soup was smooth and 

tender, and it was very delicious. After Yu Huang finished a cup of steamed egg soup, she put down all 

the utensils and looked at Jiang An. She said softly, “You’re too late.” 

Jiang An was stunned. “What do you mean?” 

Yu Huang smiled and pointed at the mask on her face. She said, “You only see my present success? Who 

accompanied me when I was down in the dumps?”. 

Yu Huang stood up. Her voice was not loud, but she said very clearly, “I don’t need a person who came 

because of my reputation during my glorious times. I only cherish the person who reached out to me 

when I was deep in mud. And that person has long since appeared.” 

After saying that, Yu Huang turned to leave. 



When she turned around, she saw Sheng Xiao, who had just finished his training and had specially came 

to the canteen to eat with her. 

She walked toward Sheng Xiao and asked, “Aren’t you in seclusion?” Yu Huang felt awkward when she 

thought that Sheng Xiao might have heard what she said. 

Sheng Xiao seemed to be in a good mood. His dark eyes were filled with mirth. 

He explained, “I was worried about you, so I only went for two days.” He suddenly grabbed Yu Huang’s 

hand and said with a smile, “If I didn’t come out, I wouldn’t have heard your confession.” 

Seeing Professor Sheng smile, the girls in the canteen gasped. 

God, when a good-looking man smiled, his smile was even more magnificent. It turned out that 

Professor Sheng knew how to smile, but not at them! 

Yu Huang pulled Sheng Xiao away from the canteen. “Let’s talk when we get back.” 

After they left, Yin Rong happened to come down from the canteen on the third floor. When she passed 

by the canteen on the second floor, she heard some students talking about Sheng Xiao and Yu Huang. 

She stopped in her tracks and walked towards a girl with a gentle smile. “Hello. Were you in the second 

canteen too? Can you repeat what Yu Huang said?” 

In July this year, Yin Rong’s cultivation level reached the late-stage Master Realm. In the group arena in 

August, Yin Rong overcame all obstacles and jumped to second place on the expert rankings. 

After Sheng Xiao graduated, Yin Rong became the new disciplinary officer of the Divine Realm Academy. 

When the girl was suddenly noticed by Yin Rong. She didn’t dare to delay and quickly told Yin Rong what 

she had just heard. 

When Yin Rong heard this, she quickly quickened her pace and left the canteen. She walked to a stone 

chair and sat down. The first thing she did was take out a pen and record Yu Huang’s words 

[You only see my current glorious moment? Who accompanied me when I was down in the dumps?] 

[I don’t need someone who came for me during my glorious times. I only cherish the person who 

reached out to me when I was deep in mud. And that person has long appeared.) 

After stopping, Yin Rong stared at these two lines, and her heart raced. 

Gosh, Professor Sheng and Yu Huang were so in love. It would be difficult for them not to get married! 

Xiao Shu walked over with a bottle of lemonade. He was shocked to see Yin Rong smiling at a notebook. 

Xiao Shu secretly circled around Yin Rong’s back. He stood behind her quietly and read the contents of 

Yin Rong’s notebook clearly. 

After reading it, Xiao Shu’s expression was mixed. 



The post about the loving life of the big shot couple in the Divine Realm Academy had long become 

popular in the cultivation world. Xiao Shu would occasionally read through it. He had seen this post 

before. 

He had long suspected that the author of the thread, whose username was Genius Writer, was an 

alumni he knew. 

He had suspected many people, like Liuli Luoluo, and even suspected that blockhead Xuanyuan Chen, 

but he had never doubted the gentle and kind Yin Rong! 

“Okay, Rong Rong, so you’re the Genius Writer!” 

Yin Rong immediately closed the notebook when she heard a sudden alarm behind her. She turned 

around with a pale face and heaved a sigh of relief when she saw that it was Xiao Shu standing behind 

her. 

“Xiao Shu! You peeked at my notebook!” The gentle smile on Yin Rong’s face was gone, and it was 

replaced with anger. 

Xiao Shu pointed at the notebook in her hand and deliberately frightened her. “I heard that Yu Huang 

and Sheng Xiao have been searching for the identity of the user ‘Genius Writer’. Do you think Sheng Xiao 

will let you off if I tell them the truth about you being the ‘Genius Writer’?” 

Yin Rong was a romance writer. The pen name of the writer she registered was called “Genius Writer.” 

That post was very sensational, so if Sheng Xiao found out that she was the author of that post, he 

would kill her! 

Yin Rong glared at Xiao Shu in grievance and said unwillingly, “Can you not tell on me?” This was the first 

time Yin Rong had been caught red-handed, and she was extremely terrified. 

Xiao Shu’s heart melted when he saw Yin Rong’s aggrieved and frightened expression. 

He coughed, and his unruly red hair swayed in the wind. He looked like a large-scale loyal dog. But under 

this loyal dog’s skin, there was wild ambition. 

Xiao Shu pursed his lips and said, “It’s not impossible, but there are conditions.” 

“What condition?” Yin Rong narrowed her eyes, and her expression turned cold. “Don’t set any ethical 

conditions on me. I won’t agree.” 

She would rather self-destruct than be threatened by Xiao Shu. 

Xiao Shu clicked his tongue. “How could I bear to let you do something immoral?” He was willing to die 

for her instead of letting her do something illegal. 

Xiao Shu retracted his frivolous expression and stared at Yin Rong earnestly and affectionately. His heart 

raced and he said with a trembling voice, “If, if you’re willing to be my girlfriend, I’ll help you cover your 

tracks.” 

Chapter 246 The Jealous Sheng Xiao 

When he made this request, Xiao Shu looked very calm, but he was very nervous. 



Xiao Shu kept cursing himself. 

He thought to himself, Xiao Shu, you’re such a despicable fellow. 

However, he really liked Yin Rong too much. Even someone as despicable as a mouse wanted to obtain 

this swan. 

Hearing this request, Yin Rong was stunned. 

She was the only battle-type Beast Tamer with S-level potential among the Yin Clan’s younger 

generation. She was the head of the core disciples in the Yin Clan and was highly regarded by Yin 

Mingchong. 

It could be said that Yin Rong was the true princess of the Yin Clan. 

Xiao Shu had evidence against her and could use this opportunity to demand exorbitant conditions. 

But he didn’t. 

Yin Rong hinted at him, “Xiao Shu, you’re an independent cultivator. Your family background is ordinary. 

I’m the Yin Clan’s number one genius and the most highly regarded disciple of the clan leader. You can 

use this opportunity to propose more useful conditions to me, such as…” 

She gave Xiao Shu a suggestive look and threw an alluring condition at him. “For example, join the Yin 

Clan and become a core disciple of the Yin Clan.” 

After becoming the Yin family’s core disciple, he would have countless resources. In the future, he would 

have both power and status. 

This was the most beneficial thing for Xiao Shu. 

Xiao Shu sneered without hesitation. “Who wants to be a Yin Clan core disciple?” When he said this, 

Xiao Shu had a rather wild and unruly aura. He stared at Yin Rong with a fiery gaze and said, “I only want 

you.” 

Boom! 

For the first time in her life, Yin Rong blushed in front of Xiao Shu. 

Yin Rong had always known that Xiao Shu liked her very much, but she hadn’t expected that his feelings 

for her would be so pure. 

Yin Rong was actually slightly moved. 

In terms of looks, she was inferior to Zhong Luoxue. In terms of charm, she was inferior to Liuli Luoluo. 

In terms of talent, she was inferior to even Yu Huang. What did Xiao Shu love about her? 

Yin Rong couldn’t help but ask, “Why do you like me?” 

Xiao Shu chuckled and said, “I don’t know. Anyway, whenever I think of you, I feel like laughing.” He had 

not been a person who liked to laugh before. 



After a moment of silence, Yin Rong hugged the notebook tightly and said, “I can agree to be your 

girlfriend, but how far I can go with you in the future depends on our fate. You have to promise me that 

you won’t threaten me to do anything else with this matter, such as sleeping with me and getting 

married.” 

Being able to agree to try and be Xiao Shu’s girlfriend was Yin Rong’s limit. 

Xiao Shu immediately smiled brightly. “Okay!” 

Xiao Shu suddenly grabbed Yin Rong’s waist. With his powerful arms, he didn’t need to exert much 

strength to lift Yin Rong high. 

Yin Rong exclaimed, “What are you doing?!” 

She was not a child and did not need to be held up high. 

Xiao Shu circled around with Yin Rong in his arms and roared excitedly, “Rong Rong, I’ll work hard to 

make you my wife!” 

This roar spread throughout the Divine Realm Academy. 

Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao stopped in their tracks at the same time when they heard Xiao Shu’s roar. 

They looked towards the forest behind the canteen. 

Yu Huang raised her eyebrows and said, “It’s Xiao Shu.” 

Sheng Xiao nodded. “He seems to like Yin Rong a lot.” But he was puzzled. Yin Rong was the Yin family’s 

number one genius. How could someone as proud as her accept Xiao Shu, an independent cultivator? 

Sheng Xiao and Yu Huang had no idea that they were the key people to this marriage. 

The two of them headed to Sheng Xiao’s dormitory. 

For some reason, they did not speak on the road. They returned to the staff dormitory in silence. Sheng 

Xiao swiped his card and opened the door. Yu Huang entered first. She bent over to change into her 

slippers. Just as she was about to get up, Sheng Xiao hugged her from behind. 

Yu Huang could feel Sheng Xiao’s excitement. “What’s wrong?” 

Sheng Xiao pressed the side of his face against her back and said, “I don’t know why, but I felt especially 

excited when I heard your confession in the canteen.” 

He didn’t even dare to tell Yu Huang that when he heard Yu Huang’s confession, for a moment, he 

wanted to lock Yu Huang up in the dormitory and press her onto the bed. It would be best if she didn’t 

get out of bed for the entire day. 

Fortunately, the canteen was far away from the dormitory. As he walked back, the evil thoughts in his 

heart dissipated. 

However, he still wanted to hug Yu Huang tightly. 

“Repeat what you said.” Sheng Xiao was like a child asking for candy and was being unreasonable. 



Yu Huang was caught between laughter and tears. “How can you say such things often?” She wanted to 

push Sheng Xiao away, but she could not. 

Yu Huang was no match against Sheng Xiao in terms of physical strength and cultivation. 

Unable to push him away, Yu Huang could only lie and say, “I want to go to the bathroom.” 

Sheng Xiao said, “I’ll carry you there.” 

Yu Huang mustered her spiritual power and elbowed Sheng Xiao’s chest. 

Sheng Xiao felt the pain. Then, he let go of Yu Huang with a pale face. 

This woman was so cruel. 

After he became a professor, Sheng Xiao did not need to use his point card to shower. He could shower 

in the bathroom. Yu Huang could come to his dormitory to shower whenever she wanted to. 

After being bedridden for a few days, she felt a little uncomfortable and went to the bathroom to take a 

shower. 

Yu Huang usually took combat baths, but this time, she took longer. 

After showering, Yu Huang stayed in Sheng Xiao’s dormitory for a while. She said, “I’m going to the 

training ground. Are you coming?” 

Sheng Xiao said, “I’ll continue my secluded training. Are you going into seclusion?” 

Yu Huang shook her head. She said, “I will definitely represent the school in the competition next year. I 

want to improve my chemistry with Feng Si so that we can prepare for next year’s competition.” 

“Feng Si?” Sheng Xiao found the name unfamiliar. He asked, “Is he a man?” 

“Yes.” 

As he spoke, Sheng Xiao heard a boy shouting for Yu Huang downstairs. “Yu Huang, come down quickly. 

Let’s go to the training hall!” 

Feng Si was wearing the Divine Realm Academy’s uniform. He stood under the staff dormitory and 

looked up. He did not see Yu Huang, but saw Sheng Xiao. 

Sheng Xiao stood on the balcony of his dormitory. He frowned when he saw the boy’s face clearly. 

He turned back to Yu Huang and said, “Is that person downstairs your assistant?” 

Yu Huang was squatting at the entrance to change her combat boots. When she heard this, she 

explained without raising her head, “You lost your memory and don’t remember him. His name is Feng 

Yuncheng, and he’s the fourth young master of the Feng family of the Ice Domain Continent. His beast 

form is a Bewitching Spotted Butterfly, and he possesses an extremely strange ability…” 

At the mention of that skill, Yu Huang suddenly smiled mysteriously. “You’ll know in the future.” 

With that, she opened the door and blew Sheng Xiao a kiss before leaving. 



Sheng Xiao turned to look downstairs. 

Feng Si saw that Sheng Xiao was looking at him. He bowed respectfully to Sheng Xiao and asked loudly, 

“Professor Sheng, where is Yu Huang?” 

Professor Sheng acted deaf. He gave him a cold look and turned to go back to the dormitory. 

Feng Si was puzzled. 

He took off his glasses and wiped his glasses with the soft fabric of his shirt. He put on his glasses again 

and saw Yu Huang walk out of the elevator lobby. 

The moment they met, Feng Si complained to Yu Huang, “You’re finally here. I saw Professor Sheng just 

now. He ignored me.” 

Yu Huang chuckled. 

She took Feng Si’s glasses off and said, “You’re not short-sighted. Don’t wear glasses. Be careful or I’ll 

blow up your glasses with a punch later.” 

“Can you not hit my face?” Feng Si rolled his eyes and asked Yu Huang, “Are we going to the training hall 

or the back mountain?” 

Yu Huang thought about it and said, “Why don’t we go to the Demon Beast Forest in the back 

mountain? We’ll use Demon Beasts as our opponents.” 

“Okay.” 

“I have a friend in the Breeding Department. Have you seen her? Her name is Anna.” 

“I’ve never seen her before, but I heard that the dean acknowledged a disciple from the Breeding 

Department. Is she that Anna?” 

“Yes, her beast form is a mutated Soul-devouring Beast that’s even more powerful than Taotie. Anything 

in the world can be eaten by it as long as it wants to!” 

“That’s awesome.” 

The two of them talked as they bumped each other’s shoulders. 

Sheng Xiao stood behind the balcony door and watched their intimate interaction. He felt jealous. He 

knew that Yu Huang had no romantic relationship with this guy, but he still felt terrible when he saw Yu 

Huang with another man. 

Bloody hell. 

After losing his memory, he still had to get jealous over his girlfriend every day. 

Sheng Xiao took his things and went to the Cultivation Hall. He decided to go into seclusion rather than 

obsessing over it. 

The Demonic Beast Forest was a little far from the campus, so Yu Huang drove while Feng Si sat in the 

back row. 



Feng Si thought of something and could not help but complain to Yu Huang. “Sheng Xiao is too jealous. 

When they went to the Central Pagoda this time, he met my brother. He told him to discipline me and 

not interact with 

you.” 

Yu Huang did not know about this. 

The car drove around a bend in the road. Yu Huang turned around and glanced at Feng Si before asking 

in surprise, “No way? He doesn’t seem like someone who would do such a thing…” 

“Why not? Sheng Xiao is a jealous person! Let me tell you, once a man is sincere, he will be as petty as a 

needle.” 

Yu Huang teased Feng Si, “From what you’re saying, you know a lot? Have you ever been sincere to 

anyone?” 

Feng Si felt that no matter who he looked at, the other party did not look as pretty as him. Feng Si shut 

up, since he was a bachelor. 

Yu Huang asked him again, “Have you cleared your assessment mission?” 

Feng Si perked up again. He nodded and said, “I passed.” 

“Is the princess easy to get along with?” 

Feng Si frowned slightly and said subconsciously, “Call her Her Highness, not the princess.” 

Hearing the seriousness in Feng Si’s tone, Yu Huang was puzzled but did not ask further. She even 

changed her tone considerately. “Is Her Highness easy to get along with? Is she really as bad as the 

rumors say?”. 

“She’s even more outrageous than the rumors.” Feng Si leaned against the back of the car and thought 

back to the bits and pieces of his time with Beatrice. “She was extremely disgusted with men,” he said. 

“The first time we met, as soon as I got close to her, she punched me to the wall.” 

“Wow,” Yu Huang exclaimed exaggeratedly. She said, “From what you’re saying, Her Highness must be a 

very powerful and overbearing woman.” 

“Yes.” 

“Is Her Highness beautiful?” Her Highness had been fighting on the front lines all year round and rarely 

showed her face publicly. Yu Huang did not have a deep impression of her. 

Feng Si thought about it seriously for a moment before saying, “… She’s beautiful. She’s just a little 

worse looking than me.” 

Yu Huang immediately shut her mouth. 

This narcissist! 



Because of Anna Tao, the demon beasts in the Demon Beast Forest had been exceptionally obedient 

during this period of time. No demon beasts had just fought in private, and no demon beasts dared to 

secretly prank the students. 

All of them were extremely obedient, like mice that had encountered a cat. 

Yu Huang found Anna and asked her to bring her and Feng Si to look for the Icy Night T-Rex. The Icy 

Night T-Rex was a level 7 Demonic Beast. It was equivalent to a late-stage human Master. Some 

powerful adult Icy Night T-Rexes were comparable to Grand Masters. 

Yu Huang and Feng Si treated it as their training partner because it was the most suitable choice. 

Driving was prohibited in the Demonic Beast Forest, so the three of them walked to the lair of the Icy 

Night T-Rex. Along the way, Anna was explaining the attacking characteristics and precautions of the Icy 

Night T-Rex to Feng Si and Yu Huang. 

“Senior Feng,” Anna told Feng Si, “You must pay attention. You absolutely, definitely can’t let yourself 

be approached by the Icy Night T-Rex. Once your skin is scratched by it, you will be instantly frozen into 

an ice sculpture.” 

It took Feng Si some effort to listen to Anna, but after he heard this, he nodded solemnly. “I 

understand.” 

The Icy Night T-Rex was the most powerful king of the Demonic Beast Forest. Once, the entire Demonic 

Beast Forest was its world. 

Later, when Anna Tao arrived, everything changed. 

The former king lost its glory. 

Anna Tao usually did not come to visit the Icy Night T-Rex during the day, so the Icy Night T-Rex slept in 

the nest. Suddenly, it smelled Anna Tao and quickly opened its eyes to walk out of the nest. 

Seeing that there were two students standing beside Anna Tao, the Icy Night T-Rex licked its lips and 

revealed a mouthful of sharp teeth. 

It stared at Yu Huang and Feng Si greedily and asked Anna Tao, “Anna, did these two little fellows make 

a mistake and want to become my food?” 

Anna’s eyes turned cold, and two dark golden lights flashed in them. “Try it, if you have the balls.” 

Anna stuck out her little tongue and licked her red lips. She revealed a sly smile and said slowly and 

gloomily, “I haven’t had lunch. I’ve never eaten… Icy Night T-Rex meat before. Do you want to give me a 

taste?” 

She was a stutterer and deliberately slowed her tone down. She did not stutter anymore, but she 

sounded even more frightening. 

The Mutated Devouring Beast could eat whatever it wanted. Even if it was a level 7 demon beast, she 

could chew it and swallow 

it. 



The Icy Night T-Rex immediately cowered. Its legs were trembling, and it looked like it was about to pee 

itself. 

Yu Huang pressed Anna’s shoulder. “Alright, stop scaring it.” Look at how frightened it was. It was about 

to urinate. 

Anna nodded obediently. 

She said to the Icy Night T-Rex, “Her name is Yu Huang. You’ve seen her before. She’s my boss. His name 

is Feng Si, and he’s my boss’s support. From today on, you’ll accompany them in training!” 

The Icy Night T-Rex said subconsciously, “I’m a human-eating demon beast. You want me to train with 

humans?” 

A strange light flashed in the eyes of the Icy Night T-Rex. Its sharp claws tapped the ground as it said, “If I 

accidentally scratch their skin and turn them into ice sculptures, how bad would that be…” 

Anna lifted the hem of her skirt and sat down on a large rock. She said, “I’ll stay here… and watch. If 

my… friend turns into an ice sculpture, I’ll immediately… eat you.” 

The Icy Night T-Rex looked at Anna with defiance. 

Anna met his gaze, and her eyes turned dark gold again. At the same time, a fist-sized ant appeared 

above her. The ant suddenly opened its black mouth and swallowed the stone beneath Anna. 

When the Icy Night T-Rex heard the sound of the rock being crushed, it felt intense pain all over its body. 

Chapter 247 May Your Granddisciple Be Safe and Healthy 

The Icy Night T-Rex endured the humiliation and lowered its head. It agreed unwillingly. “So be it. Don’t 

be so fierce.” 

She was clearly a rather cute little girl, but she dared to eat anything when she was angry. 

Seeing that the Icy Night T-Rex had finally become obedient, Anna put away her beast form and said to 

Yu Huang, “Yu Huang, go in. With me here to help and guard you, it won’t dare to rebel.” 

“Okay.” 

Feng Si stared at the huge and dangerous rank 7 demon beast and was a little afraid. He held Yu Huang’s 

arm and walked into the Icy Night T-Rex’s territory with her. 

The Icy Night T-Rex was extremely violent. Without a word, it opened its huge mouth and spat an ice 

pillar at them. 

Yu Huang instantly summoned Xuan Yu. 

Little Xuan Yu transformed into a gorgeous and enormous Divine Feather Phoenix in the sky. It flapped 

its wings and wrapped the ice pillars with the Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame. 

In the blink of an eye, the ice pillar melted. 



Seeing this, a look of shock flashed across the eyes of the Icy Night T-Rex. He stared at the pair of 

Vermillion Bird wings on Yu Huang’s back and pointed out dubiously, “The energy released by your beast 

form is even more overbearing than the flames of the Vermillion Bird. What beast form do you have?” 

In the primitive deep forest of the abyss, a group of Vermillion Bird demon beasts lived. The Icy Night T-

Rex had once fought with a Vermillion Bird demon beast. Next to his cage, there lived a small adult 

Vermillion Bird. The small Vermillion Bird’s egg was very delicious. 

Therefore, it was very certain that Yu Huang’s beast form and the flames released were far stronger 

than the Vermillion Bird’s. 

Yu Huang told the Icy Night T-Rex, “My beast form is the Divine Feather Phoenix.” 

“Divine Feather Phoenix?” Although he didn’t know which bloodline the Divine Feather Phoenix 

belonged to, as long as it was a Phoenix, it was an ancient vicious beast. The young man called Sheng 

Xiao in the Divine Domain Academy had awakened an ancient dragon beast. The dean had awakened an 

ancient alligator. Now, there was a girl who awakened a phoenix. The Divine Domain Academy was 

getting better and better. 

As the number one demon beast in the academy, the Icy Night T-Rex felt proud as well. 

“To be able to awaken the ancient Phoenix beast form means that you’re very strong.” The Icy Night T-

Rex looked at Yu Huang with vigilance and seriousness. Humans were really surprising. Their bodies 

were clearly so weak, but they were able to awaken such powerful beast forms. Ten thousand years ago, 

this world was actually ruled by demon beasts. At that time, humans were very weak and weren’t even 

nourishing as food. But later, the Prime Master Goldfeather came to the Upper World, and that fellow 

helped humans awaken their beast form. A portion of the humans had been awakened as powerful 

Beast Tamers. After five hundred years of battle, the humans finally gained the upper hand. The 

monsters were forced to hide in the primitive forests and the deep sea to live. 

Winner takes all. This principle had never changed. 

Although the Icy Night T-Rex had not seen the battle ten thousand years ago with its own eyes, the 

memories of their race were inherited. It was born five hundred years ago, but it had the memories 

from ten thousand years ago. It was precisely because the Icy Night T-Rex knew clearly how terrifying a 

human’s potential was that it didn’t dare to underestimate Yu Huang, who had awakened the ancient 

Phoenix bloodline. 

It gave Yu Huang a deep look and said, “Come, I’ll play with you. Let’s see how long you can last under 

my attacks.” The Icy Night T-Rex suddenly flapped its wings and flew into the sky. It awakened its 

combat state. When its pair of ice-blue wings were fully spread, it almost covered half of the Demonic 

Beast Forest. 

Seeing the Icy Night T-Rex unleash its might, the little demon beasts in the demon beast forest were 

frightened and hid in their lairs. They laid on the ground and did not dare to make a sound. 

The chest of the Icy Night T-Rex suddenly turned translucent. Yu Huang’s gaze could pass through the 

transparent body and see the heart in the body of the violent dragon. 

It actually had two hearts! 



At that moment, the two hearts were releasing a faint ice-blue light. At the same time, the temperature 

of the entire Demonic Beast Forest was rapidly falling. Feng Si was so cold that he quickly took out a 

down jacket and put it on. 

Xuan Yu immediately released the Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame. 

The Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame and the ice gas of the Icy Night T-Rex engaged in a silent contest in the 

sky. They did not use any cultivation technique or other skills and only relied on their spiritual power to 

compete. 

Above the Demonic Beast Forest, half the sky was frozen, and half the sky was burning with flames. 

This scene was gorgeous and dangerous. 

On the Divine Realm Academy’s campus, many students sensed the change in the sky above the 

Demonic Beast Forest and raised their heads to look in the direction of the Demonic Beast Forest. 

When Yin Rong saw the alluring figure in the distant sky, she suddenly asked Xiao Shu, “Do you dare to 

fight the Icy Night T-Rex?” 

Xiao Shu shook his head and asked Yin Rong, “You dare to?” 

Yin Rong said, “I wouldn’t dare to.” 

The two upperclassmen of the seventh grade did not dare to fight with the Icy Night T-Rex, but the 

second grade’s Yu Huang did. As upperclassmen, Yin Rong and Xiao Shu felt ashamed. 

The Icy Night T-Rex was a late-stage Supreme Master after all. As a late-stage Scholar, Yu Huang quickly 

felt her spirit energy drying up. 

Seeing that Yu Huang was tired, the Icy Night T-Rex snorted and immediately released even more 

boundless energy from its body. 

Yu Huang suffered the attack of that energy and her spirit energy dissipated. Her body instantly flew 

high into the sky behind her and fell into the deep sea with a thump. 

She climbed up from the sea drenched. 

Yu Huang wiped her face and flew back to the Demonic Beast Forest. With her long hair drenched, she 

said to the Icy Night T-Rex, “Let’s fight again!” “Alright!” 

This time, both Yu Huang and Feng Si fought the Icy Night T-Rex. 

Yu Huang directly executed the Blazing Moon Art and launched an attack at the Icy Night T-Rex. 

Seeing the Psychic Sphere in Yu Huang’s right hand, interest finally appeared in the eyes of the Icy Night 

T-Rex. Anna was right. This friend of hers was indeed a dual cultivator. 

When he saw the might of the Blazing Moon Art, the Icy Night T-Rex praised, “The cultivation technique 

you cultivate is extremely good.” He changed the topic and shook his head while taking pleasure in her 

misfortune. “Unfortunately, you’re still too weak.” 



Yu Huang’s current cultivation was still weak, and she was still unable to bring out the true overbearing 

power of the Blazing Moon Art. Presumably, when her cultivation increased by a few more levels, then 

when she used the Blazing Moon Art again, it would definitely become a one-hit killing technique! 

Right at this moment, Feng Si suddenly spread open his Bewitching Spotted Butterfly wings and 

appeared in front of the Icy Night T-Rex. When the Icy Night T-Rex saw the butterfly that suddenly 

appeared with a multicolored glow, its mind actually became disoriented. The Icy Night T-Rex seemed to 

have dreamed of seeing its mother. 

The Icy Night T-Rex race was a rare group of demon beasts. 

When the Icy Night T-Rex was 20 years old, it and its mother went out to hunt for food and met a level 8 

demonic beast that had just awakened. In the critical moment, its mother self-destructed her beast 

heart and sacrificed herself to save the Icy Night T-Rex. 

Four hundred years had passed, and the Icy Night T-Rex could no longer remember its mother’s face. 

However, it would forever remember the look in its mother’s eyes when she self-destructed her beast 

heart. It was filled with love and blessings. The Icy Night T-Rex only went into a daze for a few seconds, 

but this was enough for Yu Huang to seize the opportunity to launch a sneak attack! 

“Blazing Moon Art!” 

Yu Huang pulled the longbow made of black feathers to the limit. She spread out the five fingers of her 

right hand, and the fan-shaped Psychic Arrow shot towards the Icy Night T-Rex! 

When the Blazing Moon Art approached, the Icy Night T-Rex finally came to its senses. 

Realizing that he had fallen for that young man’s charm technique, the Icy Night T-Rex did not have the 

time to vent its anger on Feng Si and hurriedly mobilized the strength of the demon beast in its entire 

body. The Icy Night T-Rex opened its mouth and spat out a ten-meter thick ice wall, blocking the Blazing 

Moon Art’s energy outside the ice wall. 

Seeing that the Blazing Moon Art was unable to do anything to the Icy Night T-Rex, Yu Huang could only 

use her strongest technique. 

She tapped her glabella with her index finger. A Black Qing Sky Dragon appeared from her glabella and 

roared furiously above the Demonic Beast Forest. 

When it saw the Black Qing Sky Dragon suddenly appear, it felt its legs go weak. 

Yu Huang grabbed Black Qing Sky Dragon’s dragon horn and ordered it to turn into a Dragon Sword. 

Then, she used the tenth move of the Myriad Slash 

“Myriad Slash technique!” 

Right at this moment, that ice wall was shattered by the Blazing Moon Art! 

Without the ice wall’s defense, the Icy Night T-Rex appeared behind the ice wall. It looked up and saw 

the boundless sword gas striking from the sky. Shock surfaced in its eyes again. 

“True Dragon aura…” 



The Icy Night T-Rex was a dragon. Against the aura of a true dragon, the blood in his body was 

suppressed, and his speed of flowing was reduced. The strength of the demon beast also slowed down. 

At the same time, Feng Si suddenly flew out from behind Yu Huang. With a flash of light, he turned into 

a huge female Icy Night T-Rex! 

When it saw the female Icy Night T-Rex, the Icy Night T-Rex was suddenly stunned. It had forgotten to 

immediately mobilize the demonic beast’s power to resist the power of Yu Huang’s Myriad Slash. 

It stared dazedly at the female Icy Night T-Rex in the sky, and it actually revealed a gaze of longing and 

guilt. “Mother!” When it called out ‘mother’, two lines of hot tears actually flowed down the Icy Night T-

Rex’s face. 

But hadn’t Mom been eaten by the level 8 demon beasts in the center of the abyss long ago to save it? 

Realizing that this was a charm technique, the Icy Night T-Rex came to its senses! 

It was also at this moment that Yu Huang approached its head! 

The Icy Night T-Rex had no time to resist or escape. It could only raise its pair of ice-blue wings to 

protect its head and use its wings to forcefully resist the energy! 

Boom! 

The mountain range where the Demonic Beast Forest was was shaking. 

The impact dissipated and the dust settled. 

The Icy Night T-Rex coiled in the air, and only after it confirmed that all the remaining might had 

disappeared did it slowly spread its wings that had been hacked open. It did not look at its injuries, but 

instead raised its head to look at Feng Si. It stared at Feng Si for a moment and suddenly said, “Can you 

let me take another look at my mother?” 

Feng Si was slightly stunned. 

The Icy Night T-Rex said, “I can’t even remember her face clearly.” The Icy Night T-Rex suddenly reached 

under its stomach and took out a golden pearl. 

It raised the golden bead high and said loudly to Feng Si, “This is a jewel I’ve kept for two hundred years! 

I’ll give it to you. Let me take another look at Mom, okay?” 

Dragons liked shiny things. This golden bead was a treasure that the Icy Night T-Rex had cherished for 

200 years. 

It was willing to use its most precious thing in exchange for a chance encounter with its mother. 

Feng Si was moved. He said, “I can let you see your mother again. I don’t want the golden pearls. I only 

hope that you can train with us well in the future.” 

The Icy Night T-Rex immediately agreed. “Okay!” 

The Icy Night T-Rex was too huge. The illusion just now almost exhausted Feng Si’s spirit energy. 



However, he had already agreed to the Icy Night T-Rex’s request. He could not bear to see the Icy Night 

T-Rex disappointed. Feng Si closed his eyes and mobilized the last of his spiritual power to conjure the 

image of the mother in the Icy Night T-Rex’s heart. 

He once again succeeded in transforming into the form of the female Icy Night T-Rex. 

The female Icy Night T-Rex was extremely large. Her eyes were a gentle light blue color, and her wings 

were ice blue. She stood quietly in the void and looked at her child with loving eyes. 

When the Icy Night T-Rex saw its mother’s face in its memories, it suddenly started to cry. “Mmmm…” 

The Icy Night T-Rex covered its eyes with its wings and buried its head in its tears. 

Demonic beasts getting emotional was a rare thing in the entire Demon Beast Realm. 

One had to know that there was never a demonic beast on the Holy Spirit Continent that would shed 

tears! 

Never! 

Those tears landed on the body of the Icy Night T-Rex, but they did not wet the ice-blue dragon scales 

on his body. They turned into faint blue light and circled the Icy Night T-Rex. 

Feng Si’s spirit energy was unable to support him in maintaining the female Icy Night T-Rex’s 

appearance. He returned to his original form and leaned weakly against Yu Huang. 

Feng Si was shocked when he saw the change in the dragon. “What’s wrong with it?” 

Yu Huang was baffled as well. 

Right at this moment, the surface of the sea in the distance roiled. An enormous ancient alligator swam 

out of the sea surface and transformed into a squinting old man in the void. 

In the blink of an eye, the old man arrived before them. 

The dean only glanced at the Icy Night T-Rex and said to Yu Huang, Anna Tao, and the others, “Yu Huang, 

hurry back to the campus and get all the disciples who are outside to return to the dormitory!” The dean 

stared at the Icy Night T-Rex and said, “The Icy Night T-Rex is going to undergo tribulation!” It was going 

to advance to level 8! 

When it saw its mother, who had died to save it, the Icy Night T-Rex broke through the wisdom level of a 

demon beast and shed tears of enlightenment, developing the wisdom of a divine demon! 

Its cultivation base, which had stagnated for decades, finally advanced at this moment. 

A demon beast’s tribulation was even more terrifying than a beast tamer’s. Hearing this, Yu Huang 

hurriedly pulled Feng Si and Anna Tao back to the campus. At the same time, the demon beasts in the 

entire Demonic Beast Forest quickly evacuated from the Demonic Beast Forest under the organization of 

the staff. 

The sky became more and more gloomy. Lightning could be seen rolling in it. 



The Icy Night T-Rex, which was covered in ice, was lying in the nest. It was feeling a little uneasy as it 

looked at the old man with narrowed eyes beside it and asked, “Old man, after I become a divine 

demon, I can cultivate and transform into a human. When that time comes, you have to give me a 

human identity.” 

The dean heard the fear in the Icy Night T-Rex’ voice. He narrowed his eyes and touched its torn wings. 

“Don’t be afraid, Xiao Long. I’ll guard you here.” 

The panic in the Icy Night T-Rex’s eyes dissipated slightly. 

It looked up at the golden lightning tumbling in the black clouds and suddenly said, “Old man, don’t 

block the lightning for me. You blocked the tribulation lightning for Professor Mu two years ago. You 

can’t withstand the second tribulation lightning for the time being.” 

The dean suddenly chuckled. “Are you concerned about me?” 

The Icy Night T-Rex smirked. “I still think all humans are hypocritical,” it said. “But…” He gave the old 

man a long look. “You’re a good person.” 

The dean shook his head and laughed. “Shut up, the lightning is here!” 

Tribulation lightning came as soon as he said it. 

Due to their powerful physical bodies, the heavens were especially heartless to them. Each tribulation 

lightning they suffered was even more ferocious than a human Beast Tamer’s. 

The lightning tribulation for advancing to level 8 for a demonic beast was equivalent to a Grand Master’s 

lightning tribulation. It would have to endure three lightning tribulation bolts. 

Yu Huang stood on the balcony of Sheng Xiao’s dormitory and watched as the bolts of tribulation 

lightning struck down from the sky. The Icy Night T-Rex was indeed powerful. It managed to withstand 

three bolts of tribulation lightning with its body. 

After the tribulation lightning ended, almost the entire Demonic Beast Forest was destroyed by the 

lightning. 

All the students and professors stopped their classes and ran to the Demonic Beast Forest to help out. 

They repaired the nests of those demon beasts and planted new trees in the Demonic Beast Forest. 

According to the rules, students could write a sentence on the tree they planted themselves. It could be 

their own name or a letter. 

Anna Tao wrote on her tree 

(Let Mentor be healthy and live as long as the heavens.] 

Feng Si wrote: “I hope that Her Highness’ wish will come true.” 

Sheng Yang wrote: “May I have a C cup.” Na Luo wrote: “May the world be at peace.” Yu Huang thought 

about it and wrote on her tree: “I hope everything I wish to become true.” 



The dean also planted a tree. He planted a tree called a pigeon tree. This tree was also called a resting 

tree and was often planted near the cemetery. When Yu Huang passed by the dean, she saw him 

holding a dagger and writing something seriously on the tree. She tiptoed closer to the dean and saw 

him writing on the tree(I hope Mingjue smiles in the netherworld. I hope my grand disciple is safe and 

healthy.] Yu Huang, not daring to think about how much grief the old man felt, stared blankly at the line 

of words. 

Chapter 248 Friendly Basketball Competition 

Because the Icy Night T-Rex was injured, Yu Huang and Feng Si had lost their best sparring partner, and 

they could only give up their training temporarily. 

Every year, in the middle of October, the Divine Realm Academy would have a basketball team 

competition for the Beast Tamer High School. Last year, Yu Huang was a new student and was busy 

doing missions to earn points. She was busy raising her cultivation level to challenge Xuanyuan Jing in 

the arena and had no time to pay attention to all this. 

But this year was different. 

This year, as the eldest in the second year, Yu Huang had even represented the academy to beat up 

freshmen. She was already a prominent figure in the academy. 

When the president of the student union of Year 12 found her and hoped that she could join the 

basketball team and represent the academy in the competition, Yu Huang was a little hesitant. 

She had been tricked by Yin Rong to become a student representative once. Now, if anything seemed 

like pie in the sky to Yu Huang, she subconsciously wanted to reject it. 

She felt that good things did not come her way. 

Seeing Yu Huang’s hesitation, the president hurriedly said, “If you successfully join the basketball team 

and represent the academy in an expedition to the Divine Realm Continent, you will receive a thousand 

points. If our academy wins the competition and enters the top three, the team members will be 

rewarded with two thousand points. If you win the championship, the team members will be rewarded 

with three thousand points.” 

When she heard that there were points as a reward, Yu Huang was immediately tempted. 

“I’ll think about it.” 

Coincidentally, on this day, the academy released their phones. Yu Huang got the phone and called her 

father, who was a logistics cook in Mo Yuelou’s military camp. 

Yu Donghai was peeling potatoes and was planning to make pork ribs potatoes at night. He took the 

video and placed his phone on a small stool. His hands did not stop moving. 

Yu Donghai pinched the potato with his left hand and the peeler with his right. Yu Huang only saw his 

left hand turn the potato a few times while his right hand swung it a few times without stopping. A 

potato was peeled completely. 

Yu Huang praised, “You’re so good at peeling potatoes!” 



“Hehe!” Yu Donghai praised himself, “Last month, the military camp selected the most hardworking 

logisticians. I even received an award. Your father, I, am now a famous chef in the military camp.” 

After entering the military camp, as Yu Donghai dealt with the soldiers and his colleagues, he felt as if he 

had been revived, and he became invigorated. No matter what he did, he was filled with enthusiasm. 

Yu Huang’s eyes curled up from laughter. “Oh right, the Cong Wolf Mystic Realm will be open next 

month. You will go, right?” Yu Huang asked in surprise, “You even paid attention to this?” 

Yu Donghai chuckled again and said, “The prince treated me extremely well and gave my dormitory a 

computer. Although I’m now an ordinary person, I was once a Beast Tamer. To this day, I’m still a high-

level member of the Beast Tamer Alliance’s website.” 

Yu Donghai told Yu Huang, “I had nothing to do recently at night, so I went online to see the current 

affairs of the cultivation world. The most talked about topic recently is the Cong Lang Mystic Realm, 

which is about to open, and the Divine Realm Continent’s friendly basketball competition.” 

When he spoke about these things, Yu Donghai had the feeling that he had traveled back in time to 

twenty years ago, and had returned to the days when he was still a Beast Tamer. 

He was in high spirits and talked non-stop. 

He told Yu Huang, “The Cong Wolf Mystic Realm is a good place. Your father…” Seeing that there were 

people moving vegetables around, Yu Donghai hurriedly changed his words. “Back then, the Prime 

Master led the top 100 people in the academy’s expert rankings to clear the Cong Wolf Mystic Realm. 

When they came out of the Cong Wolf Mystic Realm, many people’s cultivation levels had advanced.” 

“Are you on the expert rankings now?” The two of them had not spoken for a long time. Yu Donghai was 

not like Lin Jiansheng, who had a way to obtain information. He could only ask Yu Huang for 

information. 

Yu Huang said, “Yes.” 

“You’re so impressive. You’ve just advanced to the second grade, but you’re already in the top 100 of 

the expert rankings. When the Prime Master 

was in the second grade, I could only barely enter the top 150 of the expert rankings. You’re even more 

powerful than the Prime Master.” 

“Amazing!” 

After saying that, Yu Donghai stopped peeling potato skin. He turned his head and stared at Yu Huang, 

whose gaze was calm in the video. His eyes were filled with pride. He thought that if the Prime Master 

was still alive, the Prime Master would be proud of Yu Huang. 

There were many people around, so it was inappropriate for Yu Huang to discuss her father with Yu 

Donghai. She said, “Father, guess what rank I am.” 

Yu Donghai asked, “Top ten?” He felt that his child was omnipotent. 



Yu Huang felt a little awkward. “I’m not that powerful. I’m currently ranked 86th.” Although she was 

ranked 86th, it was because she had only challenged the person in the 86th place. If she continued to 

challenge, there was hope for her to enter the top 60. 

“That’s already very impressive.” Yu Donghai still felt proud. He said, “Then you can represent the 

academy at the Cong Lang Mystic Realm. I hope that you will be a Master when you return from the 

mystic realm.” 

“It’s not that easy.” No Beast Tamer had broken through to the Master Realm within three years. It even 

took Sheng Xiao ten years to do so. 

“Right, the academy invited me to join the basketball team.” Hearing Yu Donghai mention the Divine 

Realm Continent’s High School basketball competition, Yu Huang casually mentioned this matter. 

Hearing this, Yu Donghai was even happier. “Hey, you have to participate no matter what. If your school 

can enter the basketball league finals, you can even invite your parents to watch the competition!” 

Yu Donghai hadn’t seen Yu Huang in a long time and he missed her. 

When she heard that she could invite her parents to watch the competition, Yu Huang was instantly 

tempted. “Then I’ll participate!” 

“Okay, let’s strive to enter the finals. I will go and watch the competition even if I have to take leave!” It 

had been many years since Yu Donghai had gone to watch the competition. In his memory, the last time 

he went to watch the competition was when he was in his eighties. At that time, a young master from 

the Yin Clan led the Divine Realm Academy to the competition. He was sent to watch the competition 

and cheer him on. 

In the basketball finals, they were very particular about the audience. 

The organizers divided every school that made it into the grand finals into independent audience seats. 

The number of people sitting in the audience, their status, and the identity of the people all brought 

glory to the participating team. 

Yu Donghai thought that if Yu Huang really made it to the finals, he would drag Lin Jiansheng to cheer 

for her. Then, he thought about Yu Huang’s relationship with Sheng Xiao. Yu Donghai was looking 

forward to the Sheng family sending their representatives to watch the competition. 

If that happened, Yu Huang would be even more proud. 

Yu Donghai chatted with Yu Huang for a while longer. Yu Huang said that she wanted to hang up the 

phone and call her mentor. Yu Donghai hung up the phone quickly and hummed while peeling the 

potato. 

When Head Chef Deng came to work after his break, he heard Yu Donghai humming a song. His phone 

was on the small stool beside him. He leaned against the door frame and smoked. He asked Yu Donghai, 

“Uncle Yu, what makes you so happy?” 

This plain-looking man with a prosthetic arm was very respected in the logistics team because he was 

personally brought here by the prince. 



The prince did not introduce the man’s identity, but the head chef could tell that the prince respected 

this man very much. 

Who would dare to look down on a person that even the prince had to respect? 

Fortunately, although this man was of high status and was very mysterious, he was very down-to-earth 

and easy to get along with. He was also quick in his work. He seemed to really enjoy and like this job, 

and was not here to pass the time. 

Yu Donghai chuckled and said, “My daughter called me.” 

Everyone in the logistics department knew that Yu Donghai had a daughter who studied in the Divine 

Realm Academy. She was an extremely outstanding lady. However, ordinary people like them could not 

easily hear the rumors about the Divine Realm Academy 

el 

Therefore, even if they knew that Yu Donghai’s daughter was studying in the Divine Realm Academy, no 

one knew that his daughter was called Yu Huang. She was the new signboard of the Divine Realm 

Academy, and was the only Beast Tamer and Purifying Spirit Master Dual Cultivator in the Holy Spirit 

Continent. 

Hearing that, Head Chef Deng revealed a look of yearning. He said, “My son also awakened his beast 

form this summer. I wonder if he can go to a beast tamer school to study in the future.” 

At the mention of his son, Chef Deng also looked proud. 

Yu Donghai immediately put down the peeler in his hand and turned to ask Head Chef Deng, “How old is 

our son? What’s his name? If he can enter the Divine Realm Academy in the future, I’ll get my daughter 

to take care of him.” 

Head Chef Deng’s face flushed with excitement. He subconsciously reached out to scratch his head, but 

ended up grabbing the chef’s hat on his head. 

Head Chef Deng put down his hands and crossed his arms. “My son is called Deng Weidong. He lives in 

the Prosperous Capital with his mother and grandparents. He’s 15 years old this year and has just 

awakened his beast form.” 

“He has just gotten his Beast Tamer license. The alliance thinks that his beast form is high-level. If he 

works hard, he might enter the Divine Realm Academy.” 

Head Chef Deng smiled good-naturedly at Yu Donghai and said, “If he really enters the Divine Realm 

Academy, I will have to rely on your daughter to take care of him.” 

“Hey, it’s no big deal.” 

The two of them chatted for a while until there were gradually more people and it was time to cook 

dinner. Then, they ended the chat. 

In the end, Yu Huang agreed to join the basketball team. 

There were eight people on the basketball team, five official members, and three substitute members. 



The rules of the cultivation world’s basketball match were different from those of ordinary people’s. 

There were many rules for ordinary people to play basketball, but for beast tamers to play basketball, 

there was only one 

They had to try their best to score! 

In other words, in the basketball match, when the players on both sides were defending, they could 

totally attack the other party. 

When a Beast Tamer played basketball, what she competed in was not pitcher techniques, but combat 

techniques. 

The basketball manager was Yin Rong. 

The five formal members were Yu Huang, from the second grade, Xiao Shu, from the seventh grade, 

Zhong Luoxue, from the eighth grade, Lie Gang, from the ninth grade, and Yin Yang, from the twelfth 

grade, respectively. 

The substitute team consisted of the second grade’s Liu Lifeng, the 11th grade’s Dongfang Shunan, and 

the fourth grade’s Xuanyuan Jing, who had just returned to school this semester. 

Yes, Xuanyuan Jing had returned. 

After returning to the academy, he looked much more low-key and reserved. The battle with Yu Huang 

in the Yin Clan had really taught Xuanyuan Jing to be low-key and humble. 

On the first day of team training, Xuanyuan Jing even took the initiative to greet Yu Huang and treat her 

to a drink. 

When Yu Huang saw Yin Rong and the others accepted the water, she took it too. 

But she didn’t drink it. When the training ended, her bottle of water was still full. She couldn’t drink this 

water. If she did, the amnesiac Sheng Xiao would definitely be jealous. 

Yu Huang could not bear to make Sheng Xiao jealous. 

Xuanyuan Jing realized that Yu Huang didn’t touch the beverage, but he didn’t say anything. He and Yu 

Huang would never be good friends. After all, they were once an engaged couple. It was already very 

good if they could get along as schoolmates in the future. 

Chapter 249 Untitled 

Among the five players, Lie Gang was the tallest and was a strength-type player. Yin Rong arranged for 

him to be the center player. 

Yin Yang was relatively short and was about the same height as Yu Feng. His personality was relatively 

gentle, and he was a few years older than everyone else. He had very strong coordination and battle 

awareness. He was the rear guard of the control team. 

Zhong Luoxue was the rear guard while Yu Feng was the small vanguard while Xiao Shu was the large 

vanguard. 



Yin Rong acted as the referee to supervise their training. Liu Lifeng and the other two substitute 

members would occasionally go on stage to train with everyone. 

Playing basketball seemed to be entertainment, but it was actually cultivation. After more than half a 

month of training, Yu Feng’s ability to swing her fists and beat people had improved greatly. 

Soon, it was October 5th. 

Yu Huang’s basketball team was going to represent the academy to participate in the battle at the 

capital’s basketball stadium in the Divine Realm Continent. Yin Rong had customized a dark green jersey 

for the team. On the left chest area of the jersey, the school badge of the Divine Realm Academy was 

embroidered with golden threads. 

After putting on their school uniforms, the eight of them stood in front of the school to take a photo. 

Then, they returned to the dormitory to pack their things and prepared to leave. 

While Yu Huang was packing, Sheng Yang and Na Luo finished their seclusion and returned from the 

Cultivation Hall. 

After knowing that Yu Feng was going to represent the academy to play the basketball match, Sheng 

Yang exclaimed, “Sister-in-law! You must enter the grand finals. When you enter the grand finals, I’ll 

drag my entire family to cheer for you!” 

Sheng Yang’s entire family were all the residents of Yufu City. 

Yu Huang hurriedly waved her hand and said, “Don’t be so high-profile. You and Na Luo can just be 

there.” 

“Hehe.” Sheng Yang asked her again, “Where’s my brother?” 

“He’s in seclusion on the 18th level.” 

“He won’t go with you?” 

“No.” Yu Feng put the clothes into her bag and said, “I’m an adult woman. I can kill a wolf with one 

hand. Why should I let him follow me? I’m not a baby who can’t walk.” 

Na Luo gave Yu Huang a thumbs up. “I like your independence and rationality, Yu Huang.” 

Yu Huang carried her bag and waved goodbye to Na Luo and Sheng Yang. 

When Sheng Yang waved at her, the clothes on her chest trembled slightly. Yu Feng stared at Sheng 

Yang’s chest and suddenly said, “Has your body started to mature recently?” 

Hearing this, Sheng Yang beamed with happiness. She lifted her school uniform and revealed the sky-

blue cute bra inside. She said happily, “It’s finally not flat anymore.” 

Yu Huang couldn’t bear to look at her. 

She quickly walked over and put Sheng Yang’s clothes down. She lectured her with a straight face. 

“You’re a girl. Don’t open your clothes so easily to show others your body. Don’t you have common 

sense?”. 



How could Sheng Yang not understand? It was just that she trusted Yu Feng and Na Luo too much and 

didn’t treat them as outsiders. “I understand. Hurry up and leave. Yin Rong and the others are waiting 

for you at the field.” 

“Yeah, okay.” 

Yu Huang carried her bag and ran towards the field. After meeting up with Yin Rong and the others, she 

left the Divine Realm Academy on a bird. 

The Beast Tamer Basketball Association was built in Jingdu’s Wuwen District. The organizer was the 

Beast Tamer Alliance. During the competition, the accommodation of the participating students was 

free, but the school had to pay for the food. 

Sitting on the flying bird, Yin Rong held a notebook in her lap. She said, “There are nine of us at the same 

table. If there’s anything you want to eat, say it. Write up the menu in advance and take turns eating. 

Anyway, the Academy is paying.” 

Since there was reimbursement, everyone naturally ordered expensive foods. 

Xiao Shu said, “I heard that the dishes in Jingdu’s Imperial Cuisine Restaurant are good. We must go 

there and have a meal!” The Imperial Cuisine Restaurant had long become a chain restaurant, with the 

boss behind it being Mo Yuelou. 

Yin Rong made a signal behind the Imperial Cuisine Restaurant. 

“I want to eat a roasted Kola Beast. I heard that there’s a barbecue shop in the capital that has a Kola 

Beast that’s especially delicious!” The Kola Beast was a type of level 2 demon beast. This type of demon 

beast had no other special characteristics, but was soft and delicious. 

Everyone drooled when they heard the name of the Kola Beast. 

Yu Huang licked her lips and suddenly said, “I want to go to the restaurant to eat seafood. I heard that 

the shark meat at Jingdu’s Shenghui Restaurant is top-notch.” 

Hearing shark meat, Xuanyuan Jing instinctively looked at Yu Huang. 

Yu Huang happened to catch the other party’s gaze and realized that Xuanyuan Jing’s beast form was 

the Rotating Tooth Shark. Yu Huang was stunned and subconsciously explained, “I’m talking about the 

meat of the Jumping Shark, not the meat of the Rotating Tooth Shark.” 

The Jumping Shark was a kind of small shark with a tender fleshy body that was most suitable to be 

eaten fresh. 

Xuanyuan Jing acknowledged with a complicated expression. 

Lie Gang said, “I want to eat the Peacock Feast. I heard that the Peacock Feast in the capital is the most 

visually appetizing feast.” 

The so-called Peacock Feast wasn’t about eating real peacocks. Instead, a painter would paint on the 

skin of beautiful men and dress them up as peacocks for the guests to eat the food directly from them 

with their tongues.. 



Eating a Peacock Feast in the capital was equivalent to visiting a brothel in the red-light district. 

Xiao Shu was the first to hold Yin Rong’s arm. He shook his head and said, “I’m not going to eat the 

Peacock Feast. I’m not interested in those peacocks. Rong Rong, believe me.” 

However, Yin Rong narrowed her eyes and said yearningly, “The Peacock Feast? I’ve long heard of it, but 

I’ve never been there before. Since everyone wants to go, let’s go to the Peacock Feast tonight!” After 

saying that, she placed a checkmark behind the Peacock Feast name on the list. 

Xiao Shu was speechless. 

Everyone held in their laughter and turned to cough. 

The basketball knockout round would start in the morning after tomorrow. All the participating 

academies would reach Jingdu before tomorrow afternoon. 

When they arrived at the hotel, Yin Rong communicated with the manager for a moment before the 

manager handed her the nine room keys. Yin Rong walked over with the keys and said, “One room per 

person. Everyone, pick one yourselves.” 

Yu Feng waited for everyone to finish choosing their rooms before taking the last one. She was 

adaptable and could stay in any room. 

Zhong Luoxue found that Yu Feng’s room was next to hers. When they took the elevator upstairs, Zhong 

Luoxue said to her, “We can watch a movie together tonight. I found your favorite movie, Cross Race 

Love.” 

When Yu Feng heard about the movie “Cross Race Love,” her mind went blank. She thought about it and 

then remembered that this was the Host’s favorite movie. 

Yu Feng stared at Zhong Luoxue in shock as a strange thought surfaced in her mind. “Senior Luoxue, 

you’re my fan?” 

At the side, Xuanyuan Jing also pricked up his 

ears. 

Zhong Luoxue nodded fiercely. Her eyes were burning as she looked at Yu Feng. She said, “I’ve seen all 

your movies. I still have those movie tickets intact. Oh right, five years ago, I even went to your meetup 

and took a picture with you!” 

As she spoke, Zhong Luoxue quickly took out her phone and opened the photo album to find a photo of 

her and Yu Feng at the bottom. 

In the photo, Zhong Luoxue was wearing a T-shirt from the Yu Feng Fan Club while Yu Feng was wearing 

a red dress. Her skin was fair and she looked ravishing. 

The two beauties were extremely eye-catching when they stood together. 

Zhong Luoxue revealed a reminiscent gaze. She said, “You even signed a TO for me. This shirt is still 

hanging in my closet at home. I couldn’t bear to wash it!” 



Yu Huang was stunned when she heard that. 

At the side, Xuanyuan Jing heard this and vaguely understood the real reason why Zhong Luoxue refused 

to accept his pursuit. 

So she was actually Yu Feng’s loyal fan. And since he had hurt Yu Feng in that situation, it would be 

strange if Zhong Luoxue had accepted him. 

Chapter 250 The Boss of the Night Hunt Organization 

Xuanyuan Jing looked at Yu Huang with a complicated expression. From his direction, he could only see 

the side profile of Yu Huang’s mask. 

She was really popular. 

Zhong Luoxue noticed that Xuanyuan Jing was looking at Yu Huang. She subconsciously took a step back 

and blocked Xuanyuan Jing’s gaze. 

If it was in the past, Xuanyuan Jing would have narcissistically thought that Zhong Luoxue was jealous 

and was afraid that he would fall in love with Yu Huang again. However, after knowing that Zhong 

Luoxue was Yu Huang’s fan, when Xuanyuan Jing saw Zhong Luo Xue’s actions, he felt 

Zhong Luoxue was most likely worried that he would develop a favorable impression of Yu Huang again 

and harm her. 

Xuanyuan Jing lowered his head to look at the surface of his sneakers and revealed a dejected 

expression. 

After they got out of the elevator, Yin Rong stood in the corridor and said to them, “Hurry up and go 

back and change. We’ll go to the Peacock Feast later.” 

She thought of something and didn’t forget to remind them. “Remember, don’t wear your school 

uniform.” 

Wearing a school uniform to the Peacock Feast was equivalent to wearing a school uniform at a brothel. 

If someone were to see, she would embarrass the Divine Realm Academy. 

Everyone nodded and went back to their rooms. 

The Peacock Feast was held in a high-end restaurant. One had to wear formal attire to enter the 

restaurant. 

Yu Huang had changed into a black maxi dress, and her cleavage was exposed. 

She then released the long hair that was always tied up high. She ironed it with a curling stick and curled 

it into large waves. It hung on both sides of her shoulders and barely blocked out a portion of the 

smooth jade. 

Xiao Shu and the others had already gathered outside the corridor. They were only waiting for Yin Rong, 

Yu Huang, and Zhong Luoxue. 



Xiao Shu pointed at Yin Rong’s room and said to Lie Gang, “Bro, let’s make a bet and guess who will be 

the first girl to walk out.” 

Lie Gang thought about it and said, “Yu Huang.” 

“Why?” 

Lie Gang said, “She doesn’t need makeup.” 

That’s right. Because Yu Huang’s face was disfigured, she had to wear a mask. She did not need to put 

on makeup and just applied lipstick. As Lie Gang had said, Yu Huang was indeed the first to walk out. 

Although she did not wear any makeup, her shoulders that were covered by her black hair were as fair 

as jade. Just looking at her made one’s imagination run wild. 

Lie Gang was stunned. He walked to Yu Huang’s side and reached out to pick up Yu Huang’s slender arm. 

“My goodness, Yu Huang, your arm is so thin. Why are you so fierce when you fight?” 

Yu Huang clenched her fists and asked him, “Do you want to fight?” “No, I’m afraid that Professor Sheng 

will take revenge on me.” Everyone knew how much Sheng Xiao protected Yu Huang. No matter how 

stupid Lie Gang was, he would not dare to bully Yu Huang. 

Xiao Shu whistled at Yu Huang. “Wow, your figure is not bad.” 

Yu Huang walked to the side of a transparent crystal chair and sat. Her sitting posture was elegant, and 

her figure was even more graceful. She picked up the orange on the small table beside her and said as 

she peeled it, “No matter how good my figure is, I’m still Sheng Xiao’s woman. You can just take a look.” 

Xiao Shu clicked his tongue and gave Yu Huang a thumbs up. 

Yu Huang suddenly asked Xiao Shu, “How did you win over Yin Rong?” Yu Huang couldn’t understand. 

Xiao Shu had been pursuing Yin Rong all along and hadn’t obtained her approval for a long time. Why 

had they suddenly become a couple? 

Xiao Shu’s expression froze. 

Fortunately, Yin Rong suddenly opened the door and walked out. She ran to Xiao Shu’s side and covered 

his mouth while smiling at Yu Huang. “He and I fell in love.” 

Yu Huang stared at Xiao Shu’s lips, which were covered by Yin Rong, and nodded with a faint smile 

without asking further. 

Xiao Shu forcibly removed Yin Rong’s palm and looked at Yin Rong, who had dressed up to the nines. He 

praised her sincerely, “Rong Rong, you look very good in this dress.” 

Yin Rong was wearing a light yellow lace embroidered dress. Her black hair was draped behind her back 

and her face was decorated with a golden tree branch. She was a girl with a gentle aura, and she looked 

even more demure in the yellow dress. She was indeed very beautiful. 

Yin Rong was a little embarrassed by Xiao Shu’s praise. She pulled her dress and said, “I haven’t worn a 

dress much since I entered the academy. I’m not used to it.” 



It was not convenient to fight in a dress. The girls from the Divine Realm Academy rarely wore dresses. 

Yu Huang added, “It’s beautiful. Yin Rong, you have to wear it often in the future.” 

“Sure.” 

After Zhong Luoxue arrived, the nine of them went to the Peacock Nation Restaurant. 

The Peacock Nation Restaurant was located in the Golden Feather Building. 

This building called the Golden Feather Building was the first tallest building in the Divine Realm 

Continent, and the second tallest building in the Holy Spirit Continent. The first tallest building in the 

continent was the Central Pagoda. 

The top floor of the Golden Feather Building was more than 600 meters tall. Standing on the top floor, 

one had the magnificent sensation of being able to pluck the stars. 

A few gorgeously dressed men and women held wine glasses as they circled around the five peacocks in 

the center of the terrace to admire. 

When they encountered food they were satisfied with, someone would bend down, stick out their 

tongue, and take a piece of snack from the peacock’s beautiful skin. 

That scene was truly extravagant. 

Lie Gang, the bachelor, felt his eyes pop out. His face blushed and his breathing quickened. 

The first peacock was a sixteen-year-old girl. When she got closer, Yu Huang realized that the girl had a 

pair of white furry ears on her head and a white tail on her buttocks. 

She initially thought that it was a prop, but when she realized that a man had lowered his head to bite 

the fish slice on the girl’s waist, the girl’s white ears couldn’t help but tremble. Only then did she realize 

that it was real. 

Yu Huang raised her eyebrows and asked Yin Rong, “Is she a beast?” 

“That’s right. Those who are qualified to be chosen as peacocks are rare beauties in the world.” 

Yu Huang asked again, “Did they do it willingly or…” 

“Of course it’s voluntary,” Yin Rong said. “The salary for this job is extremely high. You can get 100,000 

spirit stones every time you become a peacock.” 

“No wonder.” 

Yu Huang glanced at the girl and suddenly lost interest in this Peacock Feast. 

“Go ahead and eat. I’ll sit by the side for a while.” Yu Huang sat by the open sky with a cup of wine. 

Behind her was the bottomless abyss, but she didn’t seem afraid at all. 

She was afraid that she would get drunk, so that glass of wine was purely an accessory in her hand. 

Yu Huang lowered her head and sniffed the wine. She felt that this wine didn’t smell as good as the wine 

that Madam Sheng made. 



At that moment, a man in a black robe walked towards Yu Huang. He stood two meters away from Yu 

Huang and stared at her for a moment before suddenly saying, “The head harvester?” 

This person’s voice sounded extremely hoarse, as if someone was using their teeth to bite a hard rock to 

produce that ear-piercing sound. 

It had been a long time since she had heard this name. Yu Huang was somewhat shocked. 

She looked up at that person. 

Half of that person’s face was hidden in a black robe, and Yu Huang was unable to see his appearance 

clearly. The aura on his body was extremely calm, so calm that it was extremely easy to forget his 

presence. 

Yu Huang stared at him for a long time before saying, “Lord of the Night Hunt?” Night Hunt was the 

organization that led the Rakshasa Empire. Yu Huang could not think of anyone, other than Night Hunt’s 

boss, who could leave the Rakshasa Empire and appear in the Divine Moon Empire. 

 


